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GALLERY O

EVERY CULTURE, IT SEEMS, HAS MADE A GOD OF
f the Sun at some point in its history, or has created a story
that places it squarely at the center of our lives-at the in-
tersection of our hopes and fears. The power and stability of
that fiery orb are supremely important for life on this planet.
One can easily understand the panic our ancestors felt when
the Sun inexplicably disappeared in the middle of the day.
Even today we shiver during a solar eclipse, and not just
because of the temperature suddenly drops several degrees.

The story of Phaethon (sometimes spelled Phaeton)
deals to some extent with an ancient lear that the Sun will
do the harm it seems so capable o{. But like most Greek
myths, it resonates on many levels. Phaethon was the son
of the sun god Helios and the sea goddess Clymene.
Taunted with illegitimacy, he appealed to his father. Helios
promised to prove his paternity by giving Phaethon what-
ever he wanted. Phaethon asked that he be allowed to drive
the chariot of the sun through the heavens for just one day.

Tha Fall of Phaeton lc. 1605I br- SLr Pe te r Paul Rubens

Full of misgivings but bound by his oath, Helios agreed.
Phaethon set off, but was unable to control the horses of
the sun chariot. He swerved too close to the earth and
began to scorch it. The mighty Zeus was displeased and
struck Phaethon down with a lightning bolt to prevent
further damage.

Readers may be familiar with another Greek story in-
volving the Sun. The legendary architect and sculptor
Daedalus fashioned two marvelous sets of wings that
would allow him and his son Icarus escape the island of
Crete, where Daedalus had {allen out o{ favor with King
Minos. Icarus, however, {lew too close to the Sun. The wax
holding the wings together melted, and Icarus {e11 into the
sea and drowned. "This is what comes of our vain aspira-
tions," some would conclude. "Better to stay put."

But, of course/ we don't stay put. We fly off into space/
or send our machines where we can't go ourselves. Turn
to page 15 to learn what it really takes to " Ily to the Sun. "
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N THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
26, 1996, there was a lunar
eclipse. I live on the southeast
edge of Las Vegas, in an area

called Green Valley. The eclipse was
to begin at 6:15 r.u. PDT, which was
shortly before sunset.

At about 4:30 p.iu. I loaded my car,
packing a digital carr,era that uses
no film, but rather stores images in
memory on a PCMCIA card. You
can then download the shots to a

computer and use them however
you wish. I also loaded my Bmm
video catnera and tripod. Then I
drove off toward Lake Mead, trying
to get away from the city lights-of
which there are plenty in Las Ve-
gas-and find a suitable observation
spot.

I drove to the Lake Mead Na-
tional Recreational Area and along
the North Shore Road some 20
miles or so until I found a stop-off
that had atrall leading to the top of
a very rocky and rugged hill. It
would be a great vantage point for
observing the eclipse.

Remembering the horror stories
of people in the desert dehydrating
and dying for lack of water, I always
carry water in my car. So I carried a

bottle with me as I made my way up
the very difficult trail, stopping fre-
quently to catch my breath, since I
don't get enough exercise. The fol-
iowing pictures show one view from
the top of that hill. The first was
taken with my digital camera; the
second is a frame from the video I
took and shows the surrounding ter-
rain more vividly.

Lunal' lni$calculation

How I got stranded on a remote,
rocky bluff in pitch darkness

I set up my equipment and aimed
my video camera toward where I
expected the moon to rise in the
east. Unfortunately there were some
clouds on the horizon in that direc-
tion, so I would be unable to record
the earliest part o{ the eclipse.

At about 6:30, I sti11 hadn't ob-
served anything andthe Sunhadnot
yet set. A backpacker walked by, said
hello, and headed for the interior of
the park. A few minutes later a
woman by the name of Marcia
Palmer hiked up to my location-she
was also there to see the eclipse. Later
she would be joined by a friend,
Darlene Guadalupe, and Darlene's
L4-yearold son Kevin. We all sat on
the rocks, waiting for the eclipse to be
visible. At about 7: 15, we began to see

the eclipse, and I began to photograph
it. A iittle later, the video captured
the image printedbelow. As you can
see, the eclipse had started, and we
had a nice view of it.

All was going well until the
eclipse became full. At that time, I
had expected it wouid last l0 or 15

minutes and be over with. Then I
would pack up and go home. But I
hadn't done my homework. I was
confusing lunar and solar eclipses. A
solar eclipse doesn't last more than
about l0 minutes at arry one loca-
tion, whereas a lunar eclipse lasts for
more than 3 hours, and for an hour
and forty minutes of that time, the
eclipse is totall

The following frame from the
video shows what my camera was
able to record during totality:

il0lJtllllBtR/0tctll/lBtR I gs8
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Note that the camera didn,t pick up
the peculiar illumination of the
moon most of us observed with our
eyes. It was pitch black out there on
that mountain!

We waited, and we waited. But
the total eclipse seemed never to
change! It was then that I rcalized
that this thing would last awhile. So
I thought I'd pack up and go home.
But then I looked around for the
trail. I could see no thing! None of us
had a flashlight. We didn,t even have
matches. There was nothing we
could do. We simply had to wait
until there was enough moonlight
that we could see the trail, so that
we could make our way down the
mountain.

At 9:30 n.u., the crescent of the
moon began to appeart and it pro-
duced enough light that we could
make out the trail down the moun-
tain. We all moved slowly and care-
fully, trying to be sure we didn,t dis-
turb some rattlesnake basking in the
moonlight on the trail. I got home at
l0 n.n., so I had been gone some six
hours-not quite the one-hour jaunt
I thought I would be taking!

Here is the picture I captured
right be{ore packing up and heading
down the mountain. This is the
source of our light for the return trip.

Next time I go to observe a lunar
eclipse, I'1i try to remember a few of
the "Eclipse Rules of Thumb,, found
in The Moon Book by Kim Long
(fohnson Books, 1BB0 South 57th
Court, Boulder CO 80301). These
rules involve information like the
length of an eclipse and the factthat
they always occur in pairs: ,,A solar
eclipse is always foilowed or pre-
ceded by a lunar eclipse within an
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The adueltl ol l'adio

How and why the wireless telegraph was invented 100 years ago

by Pavel Bliokh

Y THE MIDDLE OF THE 19th
century the telegraph had be-
come a common method of
communication. Wires ran be-

tween towns large and small, and in
1866 a special cable was laid on the
floor of the Atlantic Ocean-the
telegraph now connected two conti-
nents. Messages could be cluickly
and reliabiy transmitted over huge
distances (to and from anywhere on
Earth), but only if one indispensable
condition was met: before you could
send a signal from one place to an-

other, someone had to have traveled
the entire distance, stretching an
electric wire behind. This was no tri-
fling problem, and it was actually in-
soluble when it came to moving
objects (such as ships).

It's easy to imagine the great at-
tention devoted to the problem of
wireless transmission over large dis-
tances by scientists and engineers at
the end o{ the 19th century. You
might think this problem could
have been solved cluite easily on the
basis of well-know physical prin-
ciples that had been discovered
more than 100 years ago. Some
simple methods of transmitting sig-
nals were indeed available, and we
begin our story with them.

Gho$ inuentiolt No. 1

The "electrostatic" wireless tele-
graph could have been invented as

early as the end of the l8th century.
It',s known that any electrically
charged body generates an electric
{ield with intensity

- koQE=-?. tl)r-

This formula is true when the body
is "poirrtlike"-thatis, when its size
is very small in comparison with the
distancez from it. Here Q is an elec-
tric charge and k" is a proportional-
rty factor, which depends on the sys-

tem of units. It's very important that
the electric field arises around a
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Figure 1

Simplified diagram for an ""electrostatic" wfueless telegraph.

charged body without anv rr-ttes,
even in a vacuum. One can detect
this {ield by the electrrc i,,tcc

P=qE=k,
On_..
1--

acting on a test point charge c1,

which is either attracted to the
source of the field (when the signs of
Q and q are opposite) or repulsed
from it (if the signs are the same).

The simplest diagram for a wire-
less telegraph that uses the force F is
shown in figure 1. The "transmit-
ter" is a body whose charge Q(tlvar'
ies according to the transmitted sig-
rralV(t\. The "receiver" is made of
two opposite charges +4 fixed on a
small rod that is suspended on an
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Figure 2
Actuttl didgram for an "electrostatic" wfueless telegraph

elastic string. In principle, the re-
ceiver needs only one charge, but
then it would be less sensitive. The
electric force F produces a torque
that turns the rod by some angle Q(t)
proportional to Q(t). By registering
that angle on a chart recorder, we
can reproduce the source signal
V(t)-so the device worksl

The receiver described (known as

the Cavendish torsion balance) was
actually used more than 200 years
ago by the French physicist Charles
Coulomb. Using this balance, he
measured the force of interaction F
between two charges Q and q, and
discovered the fundamental law of
electrostatics (formula (2)), which
was named after him.

Since the design we've looked
at seems quite workable, the ques-
tion arises: why wasn't it suitable
for transmitting signals over large
distances? First of all, remember
that the field strength E fades with
distance as I f 12. Skipping ahead a
few steps, I should point out that
the field strength of a radio wave
in free space decreases much more
slowly-as -1/r. This is a rather
significant difference, but in real-
ity it's even more drastic, as we
see below.

The problem is, figure I con-
tains a fundamental mistake. In
reality the electric charge cannot
increase or decrease by itself, be-
cause charge is conserved. For an
object's charge Q to change, it
must be connected to a voltage
source/ which always has two
poles and simultaneously pro-
duces charges of opposite sign. So

an acttal implementation of an
electrostatic wireless telegraph
would look like figure 2.

We see that the work of a trans-
mitter composed of two pulsating
charges tQ(r) will be less effective,
because the two generated electric
fields E* and E_ partially cancel
each other (the resulting field is
the vector sum E* + E_). We'll sim-
plify the corresponding calculation
and consider the case when the re-
ceiver is located along the line con-
necting the two charges tQ. Then
n. : k 

"Ql 
r.2 and E_ : -k 

"Q 
I r _2, where

r* = r - d12, r-: r + dfL, and d is the
distance between the charges. In the
case we're considering, the vector
sum becomes algebraic, so

, ,_n( l r)_ zknerd
r-ApVl r - 1- "-[.-' ,?) p,-arl+)'

It's reasonable to consider the size of
the receiver d to be very smal1 com-
pared to the distance r ld .< r). So the
term d2f 4 can be ignored in the de-
nominator:

E =2k,\, (3)
1

where p": Qd is referred to as the
electric moment. Thus the real elec-
tric fields generated by a dipole
transmitter decrease very quickly
with distance (-llz3l, which makes
them unsuitable for transmitting a
signal oyer great distances.

We have found the electric field
along the dipole axis. In any other di-
rection E depends also on the angu-

lar coordinates, but the llf depen-
dence on distance remains the same.

Now, one might imagine a more
complicated transmitter consisting
of three or more charges arranged in
such a way that the decrease in field
strength obeys a different law. In-
deed, one can do this (the corre-
sponding fieids are called multipolel
and obtain a di{ferent function {or
the decrease in field strength: l/rn.
However, in each case n > 3, so the
multipolar fields are even less suit-
able for wireless telegraphy than the
dipole fields.

Ghosl ittuetttion [tlo. 2
The "ilagnetostatic" wireless

telegraph could have appeared rn
the ear11 19th century. The attelnpt
to use an electric field came to
naught, but maybe a magnetic iLeld
will do the trick? The basis ior .uch
an experiment is the Biot-Savart
law, discovered by the French phr sr-

cists Jean Biot and Franc, 1- \rvArt
in 1820. According to thr. .ar,,-, an
electric current 1 ilor' r:r: 1n a

straight conductor of 1er::::r -- pro-
duces a magnetic iield a: *nJ the
wire given by

n k,,,ll
D= ,

I'
(4)

where r is the distani. :r,.'rl the
conductor and k,,, is a pl, : rtronal-
ity constant. The ol..<r-r'::- .r point
is assurned to lie iar a\\-.-! j. >> 1l in
the plane perpendicr-Llai :,- :le con-
ductor and through its c.r::r. For
all other drrections irrrmi-,.1 -l' be-
comes a little comphcat:i L.r-rt the
gencral tlepcndcnuc F - I :: r'L1nJ1ns

true.
In the plane considere d al-ror-e , the

magnetic field lines are circles iiig.
3). The existence of the magnetic
field can be demonstrated with a

magnetized needle, u,hich collres to
rest along a magnetic iield line. The
or-era11 setup looks r-ery similar to
our tirst electrostatic project (see fig-
ure1.

To transmit a signal V(t), the cur-
rent 11t) must be changed in a certain
u'ay. Accordingly, the magnetic field
wili vary and so will the torque act-

vlt)

E
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Figure 3
Simplified diagram for a "magnetostatic" wireless telegraph

ing on a needle suspended from an
elastic string. The needle's deviations
are traced by a chart recorder, thereby
reproducing the signai.

Everything seems to be in order,
and the decrease in the magnetic
field (B - LlPl is much slower than
that of the electric dipole field
(E - llr3l. But alas-here we made
the same mistake that {orced us to
substitute figure 2 for figure 1. The
problem is, electric current exists in
the conducting wire only if the cir-
cuit is closed-that is, when it con-
nects two poles of a voltage source.
So the correct diagram looks like the
one in figure 4.

However, in a closed circuit any
portion of it can be compared with
another portion whose current flows
in the opposite direction. In figure 4
these portions are labeled I and II.
The fact that we've drawn our cir-
cuit in the shape of a rectangle
makes no real difference. The es-
sence of our reasoning will be the
same for a circuit of any shape.

The magnetic fields produced by
the opposite currents partially can-
cel each other, so the resulting field

will be determined by a {ormula that
is very similar to formula (3):

B =2k*\, (51

where P-= IS is the magnetic mo-
ment of a ciosed loop of cuffent en-
compassing an area S. In our case
S : ld and p * = Ild. Formula (5) is valid
for an observation point located on
the frame's axis and sufficiently far
from the frame (r r, l, r ,, dl.In any
other direction B depends on the
angular coordinates, but the law
B - llf remains true.

Once again we've bumped up
against the disagreeable dependence
- Ilr3, which is indeed enough to
bring our project to a standstilt. Of
course/ we can "trick" formula (5)by
placing the second wire at so large a
distance d that its magnetic field
would hardly affect the field pro-
duced by the first wire. However, to
do this we would need a "transmit-
ter" (that is, a loop of wire) of ap-
proximately the same length as the
distance to the "receiyet." So much
for a "wireless" telegraph!

0ne and indiuisilh
In the middle of the 19th century

it had been established that the al-
ternating fields E(t) and B(t) form a
single electromagnetic field. It is
this field that made it possible to
solve the problem of wireless teleg-
raphy.

When we considered the two
modes of communication above, we
used formulas for electrostatics
(Coulomb's law) and magnetostatics
(Biot-savart's law). It was tacitly
assumed that the same relationships
would be valid even during the
changes in the charge or current that
are required to transmit a signal.
However, something was wrong in
our reasoning, and this can be
clearly seen if we think about how
quickly a signal is sent from the
"transmittet" to the "receiver" in
the systems considered above.

Since the fields Eltl and B(t)
mimic the changes in Q(t) andl(tl at
any distance (only the amplitudes of
E and B vary with distance, not the
times involved), we come to the
conclusion that the signals are trans-
mitted with infinite v elocity. How -
ever, this inference runs counter to
a very important postulate of the
theory of relativity, which says that
no signal can travel faster than the
speed of light. So something impor-
tant fell out of our reasoning-
namely, the fact that the electro-
and magnetostatic formulas cannot
be applied to varying charges and
currents. (It's not for nothing that
we put the words "electrostatic"
and "magnetostatic" in quotes
when naming our devices.)

When we're dealing with variable
E and B fields , we can't consider
them in isolation from.each other.
Their interrelations are so tight that
they form a single indivisible elec-
tromagnetic field. The basic propo-
sitions of the modern theory of the
electomagnetic field were formu-
iated in 1850-65 by the English
physicist |ames Clerk Maxwell,
whose work grew out of the ideas
and experiments of his precursor
Michael Faraday.Faraday's name is
linked with the phenomenon of

Figure 4
Actual diagram for a magnetostatic" wir eless telegr aph
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Flgure 5
Expeilments demonstrating Maxwell's first and second equations.

the antenna. In other words, the an-
tenna has a distributed capacitance.

The charge-discharge cycle of the
antenna's " capacitor" caused by the
electric current 1(t) produces two
opposite charges+Q(t) in the arms of
the antenna. In the space around an-
tenna the current generates a yary-
ing magnetic field B(t), and the
charges induce a varying electric
field E(t).

But as I mentioned above, the
varying fields E(t) and B(t) are inter-
twined and can't be considered indi-
vidually. For example, look at point
1 in figure 7. A change in E(t) will
induce the formation of a field B(t)
not only at point 1 but also at point
2nearby (compare this with the left-
hand side of figure 5). The varying
magnetic fieldB at point 2 produces
an electric field at point 3 (compare
this with the right-hand side of fig-
ure 5), and so on. Thus the eiectric
and magnetic fields do not originate
simultaneously at every point
around the antenna, but propagate
from one point to another with a fi-
nite velocity. This set of interlinked
E and B fields moving off from the
antenna is known as anelectromag-
netic wave, or radio wave.

The speed of radio waves can be
calculated from Maxwell's equa-
tions. The calculations show that
this speed is the same as the speed
of light c : 300,000 km/s. It turns
out that light waves and radio waves
are basically the same phenom-
enon-electromagnetic waves of dif-
ferent frequency. According to the
modern terminology, the frequen-
cies of radio waves range from sev-
eral hertz to several gigahertz
(I gHz: l}e IH;z). However, our sys-
tems of mass communication (radio
and television) only use high-fre-

io ftansmitter

electromagnetic induction, and
Maxwell's famous equations play a
role in electrodynamics as funda-
mental as Newton's laws in classi-
cal physics.

I'11 illustrate the essence of
Maxwell's ecluations with two
imaginary experiments (they can
easily be reproduced in a 1ab). The
left-hand side of figure 5 shows a
capacitor connected to a source of
variable voltage V(t). The capacitor's
charge varies constantly/ as does the
electric field between the plates.
According to Maxwell's first equa-
tion, avarying electric field E(r) gen-
erates a magnetic field B(r,t). The
two variables r and t show that the
magnetic field varies with time and
with position. The magnetic field
lines are circles encompassing the
electric fieid lines.

Notice that in the "empty" space
between the capacitor plates there
are no wires carrying electric cur-
rent. Nevertheless, a magnetic field
exists there! This means thatavary-
ing electric field is a source of mag-
netic field just as a flow of current is.
To distinguish these two sources,
they are referred to as conduction
curuent (the motion of electric
charges in a conductor) and dis-
placement cufient (a varying elec-
tric field in the " empty" space of a
dielectric). It was Maxwell who in-
troduced the concept of displace-
ment current in physics.

Now look at the right-hand side of
figure 5. It shows a solenoid with an

" empty" core. An alternating curent
flows through the winding andgener-
ates a varying magnetic field between
the poles. Its field lines circle around
the poles in just the same way as the
electric lines do around the capacitor
on the left-hand side. According to

the Maxwell's second equationt a
varying magnetic field B(t) induces
an electric field E(r, t), which can be
detected with a coil and a voltmeter.
You can see the symmetry of the
properties of the E and B fields in the
figure.

Our story of imaginary experi-
ments is purely qualitative. We
didn't use any calculations (they're
rather complicated), but Maxwell's
equations can be numerically solved
to yield detailed quantitative de-
scriptions of these experiments.

Elefiromagnflic tllatlgs and nadio

Figure 6 shows a radio transmit-
ter with an antenna. The transmit-
ter has a high-frequency generator
that operates under the control of
the signal to be transmitted. The
antenna consists of two wires con-
nected to the transmitter's output.

Let's look at how the antenna
works. The arrows in figure 6 show
the currents, but there's something
puzzling here-how can cuffent ex-
ist in an open circuit? Everything be-
comes c1ear, however, when we re-
alize that the two arms of the
antenna are the "p1ates" of a kind of
capacitor. The gradual transfigura-
tion of a common capacitor into an
antenna is shown on the left-hand
side of figure 7. The alternating cur-
rent supplied by the transmitter is the
charge-and-discharge cur-
rent of the antenna's ca-
pacitor, shown by the bro-
ken lines in figure 6. The
diagram has been simpli-
fied, in that there is no
single capacitor connected
to particular points along
the wires, but rather many
"capacitors" distributed
aiong the entire length of

Figure 6
Radio ftansmitter with antenna
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Figure 7
Transfortnation of a capttclt.r into tt, ontennlt ancl the generation of
radio wttves.

it's turned off. While the transmitter
is active, a radio wave spreads from
the antenna to a distance Lr: c\t.
Assuming that the intensity of the
radiation doesn't depend on its di-
rection, we conclude that a sphere of
this radius is filled homogeneously
with electromagnetic energy AI4l:
PAf, where P is the radiating power.
After the transmitter is turned off,
the radio wave spreads farther, and
after time f the same energy fills a
spherical layer limited by the radiir
: ct andr + M : c(t + At). The volume
o{ this layer at the moment t >> Ar is
AV = 4nrzLt, so a unit volume 1o-
cated at a distance r from the an-
tenna contains the energy

AWAWP
LV 4ru)cLL 4xrzc'

So the volumetric density decreases
with distance as lf 12.

Now we recall that the volumet-
ric density of electric field energy is
wa= eoE2lZ = E2f9fikn (its average
value per unit time is one half as
large), and that the energy of the
magnetic and electric fields in the
electromagnetic wave are equal.
Thus

E2

8nk. 4rr7 c'

and the amplitude of the electric
oscillations is

This formula shows that the de-
crease in the electric field strength is
proportionalto llr. The same is true
of the magnetic field. So here,s why
the transmission of sign als overlarge
distances by radio waves is incompa-
rably more effective than the ,,elec-

trostatic" or "magnetostatic,, modes
(actually, it's the only way we know).
Assume, for example/ that at a dis-
tance of 10 m the intensities of an
electrostatic field and a high-fre-
quency electric field are equal:
Eo: E_:E. Then, at a distance of, say,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

quency oscillations in the range of
105-1oe Hz.

The frequency, in fact, is what
sets the "electrostatic" transmitter
apart from the radio transmitter. It
makes no particular difference that
the charges in figure 2 are concen-
trated at the ends of the wires, while
in figure 6 they're distributed along
the entire length of the wire. What,s
important is that in the first case the
charges vary in the same way as the
transmitted signal V(tl,but in the
second case the charges and currents
oscillate at a yery high frequency-
higher by {ar than the frequency of
the transmitted signal. The trans-
mitted signal merely regulates
(modulates) the oscillations gener-
ated by the transmitter.

If we take the simpie case of
transmitting a telegraph signal (in
Morse code), the transmitter is just
turned on and off by the operator,s
key. When audio or video signals are
transmitted, control of the transmit-
ter is much more complicated, but
the antenna radiates only high-fre-
quency radio waves, not the low-fre-
quency oscillations of the transmit-
ted signal V(t).

The theoretical prediction of elec-
tromagnetic waves cailed for an ex-
perimental proof. It was provided in
1888 by the German physicist
Heinrich Hertz. Now the path to
wireless telegraphy was wide open,
but it still took several years to turn
the idea into an apparatus. When, in
the spring 1895, Alexander popov
demonstrated his radio telegraph,

the first words transmitted over a
distance of 250 m were "feupux
fepur" ("Heinrich Hettz" in Rus-
sian).

After Hertz's experiments, the
invention of radio was "in the air,,,
so to speak. Independently of popov
and at virtually the same time, a
similar radio device was constructed
by the Italian physicist Guglielmo
Marconi, who was working in
England. The range of wireless teleg-
raphy steadily increased, and in
1 90 1 Marconi successfully transmit-
ted radio signals across the Atlantic
Ocean. Radio communication now
connected the continents.

As our story draws to a close, we
need to explain why the transmis-
sion of information by electromag-
netic waves proved to be more effec-
tive than the "electrostatic,, and
"magnetost atic" approach. Let,s put
a transmitter and an antenna at
point O (fig. B). At r:0 the transmit-
ter is turned on, and after a time At

Figure B

Volume of space containing electro-
magnetic energy at the times At
(sphere) and t + At (spherical layer).
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"Or draw a tilanfle inside a semicircle
That would have no right angle."

-Dante, 
The Divine Comedy (Heaven)

by Vladimir Uroyev and Mikhail Shabunin

HE TRTANGLE THAT DANTE
writes about (fig. 1) is impos-
sible. The author of the immor-
tal poem gives this fact to-

gether with a number of other scien-
tific truths that apparcntly were
considered to be universally known
to his educated contemporaries. It
would be appropriate here to recall
when the great Dante Alighieri lived
(1265-1321) and to take note of the
fact that he wasn't a mathematician.
He made his mark in history as a
poet andphilosopher, the creator of
the Itaiian Titerary language.

In this article we'll deal with tri-
angles inscribed in semicircles as
well as other configurations that are
based on this well-known theorem:

THronEm l (Inscribed Angle Theo-
reml. An insuibed angle is equal to

Figure 2

half the cenual angle subtended by
the same arc.

This theorem is often encoun-
tered in the following equivalent
wording:

Let a be the central angle sub-
tended by the arc AnB of a given
circle (fig. 2). Then from any of the
points on the arc AmB, the chord
AB subtends the angle al2.

According to this theorem, an
angle subtended by a diameter is al-
ways a right angle, so "a triangle
inside a semicircle" is necessarily a
right triangle. This fact turns out to
be useful, for instance, in the follow-
ing problem.

Probleml. In a circle C, con-
structed on a segment AB as diam-
etert a chord DB is drawn. A circle

C, touches AB at A arrd DB at K.
Prove that AK bisects angle DAB
(fig.3).

Solution. Let point O, which iies
on AB, be the center of Cr. The ra-
dius drawn from O to the point of
tangency K is perpendicular to DB
and so is parallel to AD, because the
angle ADB is subtended by a diam-
eter. It follows that angle DAK
equals angle AKO. Fina11y, we no-
tice that angle AKO equals KAO,
because OA : C)K, and IDAK =
Z-OAK.

However, the following simple
consequence of Theorem 1 is used
even more often:

Inscribed angles subtended by
the same or congruent arcs are con-
gruent to each other.

As a rule, when we want to solve

=o
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Figure 4

a problem with circles and polygons
inscribed in them, we search for
equal inscribed angles or try to cre-
ate them by drawing various chords.
The more inscribed angles we find,
the clearer the path to a solution.

Problem 2. The diagonals of a

quadrilateral ABCD inscribed in a

circle inters ect at P. Another circle,
drawn through A, B, and P, meets
BC atE. Prove thatIIAB:AD,then
CD: cE (fig. a).

Solution. Draw the chordAE and
find equal inscribed angles. In one o{
the circles there are the angles DAC
and DBC; in the other, PAE and
PBE. Therefore, IDAC : ICAE. In
addition, the angles DCA and ACB
subtended by equal atcs are also con-
gruent. From here it follows that the
triangles DCA and ECA, and so their
corresponding sides DC andEC, are
congruent.

Exercise 1. Prove the Intersecting
Chords Theorem: If the chords AB
and CD of a given circle intersect at
M, then AM . MB = CM . MD.In
other words, the product of the seg-

ments into which the point M di-
vides an arbitrary chord through it
does not depend on the chord. (This
product is called the power of point
M with respect to the given circle).

The Inscribed Angle Theorem
can be generalized to the case of an
angle whose vertex lies inside or
outside the circle.

Exercise 2. (a) Suppose that an
angle whose vertex A lies outside a

given circle intercepts the arcs BmC
and DnE on it (see figure 5). Prove
that the measure of this angles is
half the difference between the mea-
sures of the central angles subtended

Figure 5

by these arcs-that rs, IDAE :
tlrlzoon - zBocl. (b) Formulate
and prove a similar statement for
the case where the vertexA is inside
the circle.

Often it's convenient to use the
Inscribed Angle Theorem in the fol-
lowing stronger form:

THronE^ 2. The locus of the
points fuom which a given segment
AB subtends a cefiain fixed angle
consisrs of two arcs with endpoints
A and B (the points themselves ex-
cluded) symmeftic about AB (fi7. 6 )

Proof . The fact that the segment
AB subtends the same angle from
any point of the two arcs immedi-
ately follows from theoreml. So we
have to prove the converse statement:
Any point P such that ZAPB: ultes
on one o{ the arcs. But this statement
follows from exercise 2: if pointP lies
outside the figure bounded by the
arcs, then LAPB < (I; iJ P lies inside
this figure, we have ZAPB > cr. This
completes the proof.

The most obvious class of prob-
lems where theorem 2 can be ap-
plied are construction problems.

Figure 7

Exercise 3. Construct a triangle
given an angle, its opposite side, and
(a) the altitude, (b) the median to this
side.

Problem 3. A point C runs along
an arc AB of a circle S. Find the path
of the incenter P of the triangle
ABC.

Solution. The incenter lies at the
intersection of the bisectors of the
triangle ABC ltig.7). Therefore, we
have the following equations:

IAPB: 180' -(LlrZCeS +l\YZCBA)
: 180" - 1/r{t80' - .ACBI
= 9o'+ rlrzACB.

By theorem 1, the measurc ol Z.ACB
is constant, so the measure of ZAP&
is constant as well. Then by theo-
rern}, point P sweeps out the arc AB
of a certain circle. We'll see later
that the center Q of this circle is the
midpoint of the arc AB of circle S.

Theorem 2 canbe used to deter-
mine whether a certain set of points
belongs to a circle. In particular, it
implies the following important cor-
ollary:

The vertex of the right angle of a
right triangle lies on the circle con-
suucted onthehypotenuse as diam-
eter.

Exercise 4. The diametersAB and
CD of a circle of radius R make an
angle of cr. From an arbitrary pointM
of the circle, the perpendislars MP
ar.d MQ are dropped on the diam-
eters. Prove that the lengthPQ does
not depend on M and express it in
terms of R and u.

Exercise 5. The vertices A and B
of the acute angles of a fixed right
triangle slide along two perpendicu-
lar lines. Find the trajectory of the

12 lrtotttntBtR/otctl,lBtR 1ss$
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triangle's third vertex C.
When you do the next two exer-

cises, take into account the fact that
the bases D. and E of the altitudes
DB and CE of a triangle ABC lie on
a circle with diameter BC.

Exercise 6. From the vertices B
andC of a triangle ABC thealtitudes
DB andCE are dropped and the per'-
pendiculars DE and CG to the line
DE are drawn. Prove that EF : DG.

Exercise 7. Prove that the alti-
tudes of atriangTeABC are the angle
bisectors of the triangleDEK formed
by the feet of the altitudes of LABC.

Problem 4. Prove that the four
circles constructed on the sides of a
quadrilateral as diameters cover the
entire quadrilaterai.

Solution. If the quadrilateral con-
tains a point outside all four circles,
then each of its sides subtends an
acute angle at this point. But this is
impossible, because the sum of
these angles is 350" (for a convex
quadrilateral) or more (if the quadri-
lateral is not convex).

Theorems I and2 immediately
lead to the following criterion for in-
scribed quadrilaterals:

A quadrilateral can be inscribed
in a circle if and only if the sum of
its opposite angles equals 180".

Problem 5. Three circles pass
through a point P and intersect in
pairs at points A, B, C. The lines
drawn from an arbitrary point M of
the circle PBC through B and C
meet the other two circles at S and
7 (fig. 8). Prove that the line ST
passes through A.

Solution. From the inscribed
quadrilaterals MB P C, B P AS, C P AT,
we derive the equations

IBPC: 190. * lM,
IBPA: I8O'_ ZS,
lcPA: tgo" - lT.

Adding them up, we get

360": IBPC + ZBPA+ ZCPA
=180'3-lZM+tS+ZT),

OI
/.M + ZS + ZT: lB0.

This means that the quadril ateral
MSAT is in fact a triangle-that is,
ZSAT = 180o.1

In the next problem the criterion
for inscribed quadrilaterals must be
supplemented by the following ex-
tension of the Inscribed Angle Theo-
rem:

TnpoRpm 3.The angle between a
chord and a tangent at its endpoint
equals half the angulu measure of
the arc subtended by the chord.

Exercise 8. Prove this theorem.
Problem 6. Two circles intersect

at points A and B. A line through B
meets the circles at C andD (fig.9l.
Prove that the points A, C, D, and
the intersection point P of the tan-
gents to the circles at C and D are
concyclic (lie on the same circle).

Solution. Draw the chord AB and
notice that, by theorems I and 3,
ZBAD : ZBDP, ICAB: ZBCP,It
follows thatlCAD: ZBAD + ICAB
= IBDP + LBCP: 180" - ZCPD. So

lActually, this solution relies
rather heavily on the specific
arrangement shown in {igure 8. For
instance, il Mwere taken on the
minor arc BP oI the circle BPC in that
figure, we'd get ZBPA = ZBSA rather
than 180' - ZBSA, and so on.

However, after we make all the
necessary corrections/ things
will fall into place and we'll
have either ISAT = 180' or
ISAT:0",

The complete solution
requires an exhaustive search
through all possible cases, but
this tedious work can be
avoided by using the notion of
oriented angles, which reduces
the number of cases to one.
The careful reader may have
noticed a similar situation in
problem z-Ed

Figure 9

the quadrilateral ACPD can be
inscribed in a circle by the criterion
given above.

Exercise 9. Lines 7, and lrtouch a
circle at points A and B. The dis-
tances from a point M on the circle
to the lines equal a andb. Prove that
the distance from M to AB ]s Jab.

Exercise 10. Two circles touch each
other extemalTy at D. A line touches
one of them at A and intersects the
other one at B and C. Prove that A is
equidistant frorrr BD and CD.

Exercise 11. From a point A out-
side a circle a tangent AP and a se-
cant meeting the circle at B and C
are drawn. Prove thatAP2: AB.AC.
(Compare with exercise 1.)

Exercise 12. Prove that the center
of the circle around which the point
P in problem 3 moves is the mid-
point Q of the arc AB (fig.7l.

Problem 7.Let the center O of a
circle S, lie on a circle S, and 1et A
and B be the intersection points of
the two circles. Draw a chordAC in
S, meeting S, at D (fig. 10). Prove
that OD is perpendicular to BC.

13
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Solution. The angles BAD and
BOD are inscribed in S, and sub-
tended by the same arc, so they are
equal; angLe"BAC is inscribed in S,
so IBAC =rlrz.BOC. Consequently,
zBoD : .BAD :rlrLgoc-that is,
OD is the bisector of the angle BOC.
It remains to notice that the bisec-
tor C)D of the isosceles triangle BOC
coincides with its altitude.

Problem 8. In a trapezoid ABCD
(AD ll Bc),the angle ADB rshalf the
angle ACBi BC : AC :5; AD : 6.
Find the area of the trapezoid. (Hint:
the problem can be solved in a stan-
dardway, using, say, the Law of
Cosines. But a much shorter solu-
tion emerges if you notice that by
theorem 2 point D lies on the circle
through A andB centered at C. The
answer rs 22.1 O

,,THE ADVE}/T OF RADIO"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

100 km, the strength of the electro-
static field decreases to l0-t2E, while
that of the electromagnetic field de-

creases only to lO-4E. In other
words, the electromagnetic field is
stronger than the electrostatic field
by a factor of i08 at 100 km! At
greater distances (100 km is a trifle
for radio communication), the pre-
dominance of E, over Eo is even
greater.

There is another advantage of ra-
dio waves that we didn't discuss
here. These waves can propagate in
any medium as long as its electric
conductivity isn't too high. True, in
this case E^- is subjected to some ad-
ditional attenuation, but a constant
field Eo can't pass through such-a
mediuir at all. O
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interval of 14 days."
Perhaps our readers can provide

us with a calculation showing why
a lunar eclipse can last 3 hours 40
minutes, with totality lasting up to
I hour 40 minutes.

Efl otil youl' "cottucltlaht's"!

No, I'11 not revisit the subject of
my previous Publisher's Page, "So-
lar Calculator." I just wanted to alert
our readers to a new feature that
makes its debut in this issue of
Quantum. It's a column called
"Cowculations," and its author is
the esteemed Dr. Mu of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Parkside. This
addition to our magazine comes as

a response to requests from readers
for a column devoted to computer
science and programming. We hope
you enjoy the algorithmic chal-
lenges Dr. Mu offers, beginning with
the one on page 37.

Thanls lon youn coln[alty
This will be the last Publisher's

Page I'll write, although I may return
to this spot occasionaily with a guest
editorial. Dr. Gerald F. Wheeler, the
executive director of NSTA and an
outstanding teaching physicist, will
become the publisher of Quantum.
He will write the next column, and
I look forward to reading what he
has to say.

-BillG. Aldridge
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8186
Cutting a thick El. Cut the L-shape in the figure into two pieces and make
a square out of them so that the colored squares form a pattern that is
symmetric in the same lines as the large square itself.

8187
Lost weight A set of weights have masses 1 g, 2 g, 3 g, ..., 101 g.
The i9-g weight was lost. Is it possible to divide the remaining
100 weights into two groups with the same number of pieces and
the same total weight? (V. Proizvolov)

8188
Physics of safety. It is safer to
jump from a precipice onto sand
onto firm ground. Why?

8189
Cutting a thick Tee. Cut the T-
shape in the figure into four equal
pieces along the gridlines so that
each piece contains exactly one
marked square.

8190
Logic of chess battles. After the end of a one-round chess toumament in which every
two participants played each other once, the players A, B, C, D, and E, listed here in
the order they finished, shared their impressions. "I would never have imagined that
I'd be the only one who'd finish without a single loss," player B said. ,,And I,m the
only one who didn't win a single gatrre," E sighed. Based on this informatioq try to
restore the entire table of the toumament: how each of the five participants played
against all the others. (h a chess toumamenq the winner of each game gets one poing
and i{ the game is a stalemate (a tie) each player gets hal{ a point. hr this particualr
toumament, no two players got the same number of points.) (S. Guba)
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A lliUhl to IhB $un

An article from April 1986 whose speculations
would soon become reality

by Alexey Byalko

HERE IS A SAYINC: ,,THE

most interesting surface is the
human face." But is there a sur-
face in Nature that rivals the

human face in its pithiness and
unpredictability? Yes, indeed-the
surface of the Sun.

Look at the images of the Sun in
figure 1. Unfortunately they can't
give a complete picture of the
beauty and complexity of the Sun.
Its surface is very heterogeneous-
no two places on it are alike-and all
this variety is constantly changing.
In addition, the appearance of the
Sun's surface varies depending on
the wavelengths of radiation being
recorded. This occurs because solar
radiation of various wavelengths is
produced at different altitudes in the
Sun's "atmosphere."

The variety of phenomena atplay
on the Sun's surface-solar flares,
solar prominences/ the spasmodic
appearance/ movement, and disap-
pearance of sunspots, and so on-all
reflect the complicated processes
going on in the depths of our
daystar. Scientists understand
what's happening in the Sun on the
atomic scale. For example, it's
known how light affects the indi-
vidual atoms and how the atoms

lr rr wrnr cRANTED unto mortals
To climb an unimagrned

height,
There, penetrating heavenly

portals.
They would perceive a daz-

zling sight:
A burning and eternal ocean
Subject to endless inner

motton.

There fiery ramparts are
extended

Further than human eyes
explore,

There whirlwinds flame, have
ne'er suspended

A love of fated, mutual war.
There stones, grown liquid,

boiland seethe,
And burning rains far space

enwreathe.

-tV V. Lomonosov

theoretically what goes on within
this interval of 16 orders of magni-
tude. There are hypotheses dealing
with the hydrodynamics of the
Sun's interior, the mechanism of
energy transfer from the interior to
the surface, and the structure of its
magnetic fields. But we still have a
long way to go in reaching a real un-
derstanding of solar physics. At
present we still lack a complete ex-
planation of solar flares, sunspots/
and many other phenomena on the
surface of the Sun.

A question naturally arises: what
keeps us from getting a closer look
at the Sun? And not only a look, but
a chance to study it with all the
means at our disposal?

Maybe the high temperature pre-
vents such aproject? Electronic de-
vices are designed to work at ordi-
rraty terrestrial temperatures
(around 300 K), but an apparatus
passing near the Sun would endure
far more intense heat. However, this
technical problem can be solved-
one can construct a refrigerated
compartment in a space vehicle fly-
ing to the Sun and keep it at room
temperature.

Of course, it might be harmful for
instruments in a space probe to pass

interact with one another (atomic
hydrogen and helium account for
99.9% of the Sun's mass). However,
there is a huge gap between atomic
distances (about 10 m-ro) and the
size of objects discernible on the
Sun with a modern telescope-that
is, of the order of 106 m. Scientists
devise hypotheses , tryingto explain
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directly through the Sun's corona
and the upper strata of the solar
atmosphere not only because of
overheating but for other reasons as
weli. For example, powerful streams
of charged particles can cause radia-
tion damage in electronic devices.
Such streams of electrons and ions
are emitted during solar flares. Para-
doxically, a flight near the Sun at a
minimum distance of 4_5 solar ra-
dii is relatively safe, because a space
probe passing near the Sun at a dis-
tance less than 10 solar radii will
not remain there for longer than a
few hours. The time is so small be-
cause the spacecraft's speed is so
large. At a distance of four solar ra-
dii from the Sun's center, the
probe's speed will reach 300 km/s.
This value shows hou,'powerfully
the Sun's gravitational fietd acceler-
ates a body.

The primary reason we have
never sent a probe to the Sun is
completely unexpected at first
glance. It turns out to be very diffi-
cult to place a spacecraft into a tra-
jectory that passes near the Sun.
This seems rather strange: the Sun

is the major source of attraction in
the solar system/ so one might
think it would draw any massive
object to itseif all on its own. How-
ever, the planets revolve around the
Sun and do not fall into it. Such a
faIl is prevented by the velocity of
each pianet, which is directed per-
pendicular to the line connecting
the planet and the Sun. And that,s
the point: to come near the Sun, one
must compensate for the initial ve-
locity, which for a rocket launched
from the Earth is equal to the veloc-
ity of the Earth's revolution around
the Sun.

This velocity is known to be
about 30 km/s. If we could stop the
rocket in its tracks by giving it a
velocity of 30 km/s opposite the
Earth's velocity, then the fall into
the Sun would be inevitabie. How-
ever, 30 km/s is a very large veloc-
ity. (The orbital speed for satellites
near the Earth's surface is about
7.9 km/s.)Up to now no rocket has
been accelerated to such a speed.
Certainly it's possible in principle:
one can construct a multistage
rocket, but then the payload-that

August 18, 1995

is, the mass of the probe-would be
too smaIl. Nevertheless, let's calcu-
late the time necessary for such a
fiight from the Earth to the Sun
(we'11need it below).

The trajectory of afall to the Sun
(a straight line segment) is the lim-
iting case of an elongated elliptical
orbit whose semimajor axis is equal
to half the radius of the Earth,s orbit.
According to Kepler's third law, the
squares of the periods of revoluticjn
of bodies are related as the cubes of
the semimajor axes of their orbits.
So the time t of a fall to the Sun (that
is, half the period of revolution along
an elongated orbit with semimaior
axis RBl2l can be found from the
equation

(zt)' 
=lprlz)urlRft

where 7. and R, are the period of
revolution and the radius of the
Earth's orbit, respectively. Since
T, = | year, t : I I 4"1 2 year = 0.177 year.

The period of a flight straight to
the Sun turns out to be not very
long, but the necessary initial veloc-

August 29,1995
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Figure 1

The changing face of the Sun. These images were taken
f1ory two sources, the ioint ISAS/NASA ipacecraft yokoh
(top) and the National Solar Observatory at Sacramento
Peak in-Sunspot, New Mexico (bottom). The images
fromYokoh are all in soft x-rays, and the ones from NSO

are the K emission line;from Ca II. The images in each pait.
were taken on the same day, though not necessarill, atlhe
same tinte. (Frcnt the National Space Science Data
Center's Photo Gallery on the World Wide Web:
ns s dc. gsf c. nas a. gov I photo 3a11ery I photo gallery - solor. htntl )
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ity for such a flight is still unattain-
able. How, then, can we set up a

flight to the Sun with minimal en-
ergy expendtture-that is, with a

minimal launch velocity? The most
economical flight uses |upiter's
gravitational field to decelerate the
spacecraft in its orbit around the
Sun. To caffy out such a maneuver/
the probe must approach |upiter
with a specific velocity. And to en-
sure this, the probe must overcome
the Earth's attraction and be placed
in orbit with an initial velocity rela-
tive to the Sun of vo : 40.5 km/s.
Consequently, relative to the Earth,
the probe's velocity must be equal to
10.5 km/s. Therefore, the flight be-
gins with an acceleration of the
rocket in the direction of the Earth's
orbital velocity. What velocity must
be imparted to the rocket?

To overcome the Earth's attrac-
tion, a body must be given kinetic
energy of no less than gR.. This ki-
netic energy corresponds to an escape

velocityv" = OgRt =ll.}km/s. Pay
attention, nowl Don't add this num-
ber to the previously calculated
value of 10.5 km/s to obtain the ini-
tial velocity! It's the law of conser-
vation of energy that gives the initial
starting velocity for a rocket
launched from the Earth:

Vst

By the way, do you
know where the best
launch location is on
Earth (taking into ac-
count only the energy re-
quirernents of the launch
itself)? It's Mt. Kiliman-
jaro in Tanzania, the
highest mountain in Af-
rica (ak. 5,900 m), which
is located almost at the
ecluator. Due to the
Earth's flattened shape,
the top of Mt. Kiliman-
jaro is the point on Earth
that is most remote from
the Earth's center (farther
than Everest!). Here the
acceleration due to grav-
ity is the smallest on
Earth. The mountaintop
is always covered with
snow however, and as yet
no one is planning to
build a launch facility
there.

ur= 13.l knlsl
,/

,,

,t" :'C'\

u,: 13.1 km/s

Figure 3
Traiector,s' oi the sltacecrttit neu lttpiter in the
planet's reierence.sl-stdr?i, A diagram of the
veloctties (a) betote ttpprooch ttnd (b) after
approach is given on the igltt,

//
( s lupiter
\'

liil t.

v, -13.1km/s'. b,l \ \\\lo lne )un \ \

v1=u1+vy
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,-/

y.=g.+yr=Q
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directions might differ drastically.
So the probe must be placed in atra-
jectory around |upiter such that its
speed (relative to the planet) u, is
eclual to |upiter's orbital speed (rela-
tive to the Sun) rz, = 13.1 km/s. The
direction of this fly-by must be such
that, as it moves away from fupiter,
the spacecraft's velocity at the point
symmetrical to the starting point of
the fly-by is directed counter to
|upiter's orbital velocity. At this
point the spacecraft's velocity rela-
tive to the Sun is approximately
zero arrd, under the influence of the
Sun's attraction, however small it is
at this distance, the spacecraft will
begin its slow approach to the Sun.
These conditions are met when the
station's speed relative to the Sun at
the initial moment of .the flight
around )upiter is ec1ual to
vr: 14.3 km/s (see figure 3). This
value in turn determines the start-
ing speed of the spacecra{t relative
to the Sun: 40.5 km/s. E

Thus, in the reference frame of i
|upiter, the probe's trajectory (near !
the planet) is a hyperbola. In the s
Sun's reference frame, this part of -,.
the traiectory looks more compli- i

the Earth at the moment
of maximum approach

v0

,vE

t:0
oif the spacaualt to the Sui

Figure 2
Traiectory of a flight to the Sun with
minimal stafiing velocity. Tha numbers
along the ttaiectory show the flight time in
years. Whan the spacecraft crosses

lupiter's orbit after a 1.35-yeu flight, it
approaches lupiter and the planet reduces
tha probe's velocity to zerc relative to the
Sun. At this point the probe begins to free
fall to the Sun.

Let's continue our flight. The
spacecraft passes along part of an el-
liptical orbit, crossing the orbit of
Mars and approaching that of |upiter
lfig. 21, the largest planet in the so-

lar system and the probe's interme-
diate goal. |upiter will decelerate the
spacecra{t relative to the Sun, and
then the probe begins its fall toward
the Sun. For |upiter to be at the in-
tersection of its orbit and that of the

probe, at the time of launch |u-
piter must be located at the
point marked with zero time
in figure 2. We also have to
make sure that the probe is far
enough from Mars when it
crosses that pianet's orbit so

that its tralectory isn't affected
by the gravitational field of the
red planet.

A{ter the spacecraft enters
the gravitational field of |upi-
ter, it continues to travel
along a hyperbolic trajectory
around this planet (fig. 3). As
a result of the law of conserva-
tion of energy/ the velocities
of the flight to and from |upi-
ter at symmetrical points
along the hyperbola are iden-
tical in magnitude, but their

1.0

r=0

0.3

l0

, .2
(to -tr)

= 15.5 km / s.
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^/[Ltplter

,'+450 h

+55 days

+16 h
+37 h to the Sun

Figure 4
Traiectory of the spacecraft during its
approach to lupiter in the Sun's
referance system. The numbers along
the curve show the times rclative to
the moment of the probe's closest
approach.

What is the duration of such a

flight to the Sun? Earlier we esti-
mated the duration of the fall to the
Sun along a straight line. In the
present case, when free fall begins
from |upiter's orbit, we must use the
period of |upiter's revolution around
the Sun, which it T, : I1.86 years,
rather than an Earth year (although
we continue to measure the time in
Earth years). This yields a free-falI
time of Ttl4J, = 2.7 years. This
value is added to the time it takes to
travel along the elliptical part of the
fiajectory (before the "meeting"
with |upiter), which is equal to
1.35 years. The total time necessary
for the flight to the Sun is almost
3.5 years.

Looking at the trajectory of such
a flight (fig. al, we might think that
it is |upiter that sends the probe to
the Sun. In reality, it is people who
direct the spacecraft. As the probe
approaches |upiter, it is necessary to
make a correction to the tralec-
tory-even a small error in the
choice of the altitude of the fly-by or
the speed of approach to the planet
could ruin the entire solar research
effort. One other correction must be
made after the fly-by to eliminate
residual deviations and to precisely
assign the distance at which the
probe will approach the Sun.

One of the key concepts in this
method-using the attractionby an
intermediate planet to change the
velocity-has aheady been used in
actual space flights. One example is

the flight to Venus by the Vega-l
and Vega-2 spacecraft, which, after
flying past the morning star, headed
off toward Halley's comet.

We need to understand the physi
cal phenomena occurring in the Sun.
We cannot predict all the conse-
quences of the knowledge we will
acquire. But by way o( comparison,
recall the heroic era of the great geo-
graphical discoveries, when we be-
came familiar with our own planet.
It's cluite possible that our times will
someday be calied the era of the
great space discoveries. The first
flight to the Sun will surely be one
of its shining achievements.

Addendum

While Alexey Byalko was writing
this article, plans were underway at
the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) and the Eu-
ropean Space Agency (ESA) to
launch a probe to the Sun, which
came to be called U1ysses. Launched
by the Space Shuttle Discovery in
October 1990, Ulysses indeed flew
by |upiter in February 1992, as the
author prescribed above. The space'
craft entered apolar orbit of the Sun,
passing over the south pole in 1994
and the north pole in 1995.

As described by NASA, the
Ulysses mission

explored {or the {irst time the high lati-
tude heliosphere away from the plane o{
the ecliptic. The primary results of the
mission have been to discover at these
high latitudes the properties of the solar
corona/ the solar wind, the heliospheric
magnetic {ield, solar energetic particles,
galactic cosmic rays, solar radio bursts
and plasma waves. Other investigations
include study of cosmic dust, gamma
ray bursts, and studies of the |ovian
magnetosphere obtained during the fu-
piter fly-by.

Ulysses has completed the first
phase of its mission and has now
embarked on a second orbit of the
Sun. A wealth of information about
the project is available on the World
Wide Web. Good places to start are
the NASA Ulysses home page
(http://ulysses. jpl.nasa.gov) and the
ESA Ulysses home page lhttp:ll
helio.estec.esa.nl/ulysses). O
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HOW DO YOU
FIGURE?

Challeltue$ in phy$ics and lnatlt

lUlalh

Ml86
From comuto comer. Nine checkers
are placed in the lower left comer of
an ordinary B x 8 chessboard to form
a 3 x 3 square. A checker a can jump
over any other checker b onto a
square symmetric to a about b i{ this
square is free. Is it possible to jump
the entire 3 x 3 square of checkers
into the (a) upper left, (b) upper right
corner of the chessboard following
this ruIe? (Y. Briskin)

Ml87
Circumscribed cutoffs. Prove that of
the n quadrilaterals cut {rom a con-
vex n-gon by its diagonals (subtend-
ing triples of consecutive sides) no
more than nfZ carr have inscribed
circles. Give an example of an octa-
gon that has four such quadrilater-
als. (N. Sedrakyan)

Ml88
Battleship sftategy. The game of
Battleships is played on a 7 x 7
"oceafl." What is the smallest num-
ber of shots that must be made to hit
(at least once) a four-square ship if (a)

it is a 1 x 4 rectangle of unit squares,
(b) it is a "tetramino" piece o{ un-
known shape (that is, it consists of
four squares connected across their
sides)? (A. Kholodov)

Ml89
Fibonacci function. Prove that the
Fibonacci series 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ...,
each of whose numbers is the sum
of the two preceding numbers, con-

tains no less than four and no more
than five m-digit numbers for each
m> 2.

Ml90
D istribution of arc lengths. Twenty-
one points are marked on a circle.
Prove that at least 100 arcs with
these points as endpoints have de-
gree-measures not exceeding 120..
(A. Sidorenko)

Plrysics

Pl86
String on a ball. One end of a string
of length I is at-
tached to the top of
a sphere of radius R
(fig. 1). At a certain
moment the string
is released. Find its
acceleration at this
moment. (Ignore
the effect of fric-
tion.) (A. Bytsko)

Pl87
Falling charge. A point mass M car-
rying a charge Q is placed at a dis-
tance L from an in{inite conducting
plane and then released. How long
will it take the particle to reach the
plane? The force of gravity is absent.
(Hint: use the method of mirror im-
ages.) (A. Bytsko)

P1 BB
Cooking under pressure. A small
amount of water is poured into a
pressure cooker, which is then
closed tightly and set on a hot plate.

By the time all the water has evapo-
rated, the temperature of the pot is
115'C and the pressure inside is
3 atm. What portion of the volume
of the pressure cooker was occupied
by water before it was heated? The
initial temperature was 20.C. (A.
Sheronov)
-F189

Sunkt plate. One side of a thin metal
plate is illuminated by the Sun.
When the air temperature is ?0, the
temperature of the illuminated side
is 7r, whiie that of the opposite side
is 7r. What would be the tempera-
tures of the both sides if this plate is
replaced by another that is twice as
thick? (E. Ponomarev)

Pl 90
Fresnel pdsm. When light strikes a
Fresnel prism at aright angle (fig. 2),
it's split into two beams that are re-
fracted by
each half of _+
the prism and
then interfere 

--+with each 
--+other. At what

maximum --+distance from --+the prism will
the interf er-
ence pattern Figure 2
will still be
observed? The distance between the
apexes of the prism S : 4 cm, the re-
fractive index of the glass n : 1.4,
and the prism angle o : 0.001 rad.
(V. Deryabkin)

ANSWERS, HINTS & SOLUTIONS
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HE PLOT AND THE NOTA-
tion of the problem kept chang-
ing, but its essence remained
the same: find integers (usually

positive integers)x andy that satisfy
the equation

ax+by=c. (1)

with given integer coefficients a, b,
and c.

Perhaps c is the Thousand and
One Tales of the Arabian Nights,
and we want to know how many
nights Scheherazade wi1l be able to
spin them if she te11s five stories a
night for x nights and three stories a
night for the othery nights. Clearly,
her stock of stories will suffice for
x + y nights, where x and y are the
positive integer roots of the equation
5x+3y = 1,001.

Or maybe c is 10 rubles and 1 ko-
peck (1/100 of a ruble) spent by
someone forxbus trips (at 5 kopecks
per trip) and y streetcar trips (at B
kopecks per a trip).1 Then the an-
swer to the question of how many

lThis certainly doesn't matter for
the mathematics, but you may be
interested to know that due to inflation
and the increase in prices, a bus trip in
Moscow is currently 30,000 times as
expensive, and for the street car you
have to pay 50,000 times more than
when this article was written.-Ed.

trips were made is given by the same
equation 5x + 3y = 1,001.

The solutions to this equation
also tell us something about the
points on the line 5x + 3y = 1,001
(see the figure above) whose roots
are both positive integers (or just
integers, perhaps, in some other
problem).

Equations in integers are often
called Diophantine equations after
Diophantus of Alexandria, the fa-
mous Greek mathematician of the
2nd and 3rd centuries A.D.

The conditions for the existence of
integer solutions to equations of the
form ax + by : c can be found in the
article "Divisive Devices" by V. N.
Vaguten in the September/October
1991 issue of Quantum (see also',Go
'Mod' with Your Equations" in the

lanuaryfFebruary 1992 issue). We
won't dwel1 on the theory here.
Rather, we'i1 simply take up the par-
ticular equation 5x + 3y: 1,001 to
demonstrate various techniques for
solving equations in integers.2

T[8 lllHllod oll[e "ingenious sludenl"
Divide both sides of the equation

5x + 3y: 1,001 by the smaller coef-
ficient:

5 1001
-x+v=-.a/1/OJ

extract the integer parts on the right
and on the left:

**?*+v=333+?.3 3',
or

2(x -l\x+y+--=,333. 12)o

Sincex andy arc integers, the num-
ber (x - lllS must be an integer as
well. Denote it by t. Thenx:3t + 1.
Plugging this into equation (21, we

2Recall only that the existence of a
solution to equation ( i ) is ensured by
the condition GCD(a, b) = 1 (where
GCD is the greatest common divisor),
so the equation 5x + 3y = 1,001 does
have an integer solution.

23

Actually, ax + by = c-a problem genre thats 1 ,600 years old

by Boris Kordemsky

5x+3y=

x

o

!D(n.

!D
C'
o
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C,b

get 3r + I + y + 2t:333, and so
y=332-5t.

In "Divisive Devices," it is
proved that these expressions for x
and y form the general solution to
our equation-that is, they run
through all its integer solutions as t
ranges over the set of all integers.

Assigning the values 0, l, 2, ..., 66
to the parametert, we'llfind 67 palrs
of possible positive integer roots of
the equation.

Now suppose additionally that
Scheherazade wants to spread her
thousand and one tales over as many
nights as possible.3 That is, we have
to find max(x + y)-the maximum
sum of the pairs of roots of our equa-
tion.

Since x + y:333 -Zt, maxlx + yl
is attained for r : 0. So Scheherazade
can spread the tales over at most 333
nights (by telling three stories a
night for 332 nights and five stories
only once). She can shorten her
"work" to 201 nights (which is
hardly in her best interests) by relat-
ing five stories a night for 199 nights
and two stories a night only twice.
This solution results if we take the
largest possible ,-that is, t = 66.

An addiliona! qtts$fliolt t0 lttttll lttet'
Suppose that, solving a certain

equation in integers by the "inge-
nious student" method, you arrive
at the equation

4v -lx+y+ Z =//.

What should your line of reasoning
be, and what should you do to prop-
erly express x and then y in terms of
an integer parameter t?.

T[e mellod olthe "inueninus

mathemalician"
For the general equation ax +by - c

(with, say, a > b), theprocedurea is as
follows: find the remainder m of a
when divided by b and the remainder

30{ course, under the condition
that she relates either three or five
tales each night.

4The inventor of this method, L. F.
Taylor lNumbers, London, 1970),
didn't give any special name to it.

n of c when dividedby b.If n = 0,
then we immediately get

x =bt,

where t : 0, !1, !2, ....If n * O, we
successively multiply mby 1,2, ...,
b - I ar;:d write out the sequence of
the remainders of these products
when divided by b. This sequence
will contain the number n (other-
wise, the equation has no integer
solutions). Then one of possible val-
ues of x is simply the number of the
position of n in the sequence.

For examplg let's apply this method
to our equation 5x + 3y: 1,001. We
have m :2, n = 2. Multiply m:2by
each of the numbers 1,2 : b - I to
obtain 2, 4. Divide these by 3 and
write out the remainders:2, 1. The
number n is in the first position
here, so we can take x: 1. This de-
termines the corresponding value of
y: y:332.

And there we have it: an easy and
completely general method of solv-
ing linear indeterminate equations
in two integer variables!

But the "ingenious mathemati-
cian" method, unlike the previous
method, gave us only one pair of
roots: (1, 332). Is this a defect of the
method? Not at all! Consider the
general solution of the problem ob-
tained by the "ingenuous pupil"
method: x = 1 + 3t, y : 332 - 5t.

The partial solutions xo : L,
yo:332 are the same in both cases,
while the coefficients at t (3 and -5)
are determined by the coefficients of
the equation in cluestion: 3 = b,
-5 : -a. And this isn't just arr,atter
of chance. On the contrary, it's a
general rule: if (xo, rg) is a solution to
the ecluatiort ax + by: c, where a
ar1b are relatively prime numbers,
then all of its integer solutions are
given by the formulas x : xo + btt
Y = Yo- at, where t = 0, *I, t2, ....

The melhod olmnuruence
This is a pleasant way, and often

the quickestwayt to find integer so-
lutions to the ecluation ax + by : c.

It will suffice to recall that the

notation a=b (modm)(read as " ais
congruent to b modulo m"l means
that a - b is divisible by mi or,
equivalently, that a : b + km (m is
a positive integer, and a andb are ar-
bitrary integers).

Further, tf a = b (mod m), then
a = b + km lmod m) for any integer k.
For instance,IetSx:2 (mod 5). Then
we have 3x =2 + 2' 5 (mod 5),
3x = LZ (mod 5), and, finally, x = 4
(mod 5). (It should be noted that the .

division of both parts of a congru-
ence modulo m by their common
factor q is legitlmate only If q andm
are relatively prime numbers.)5

A preliminary example. Suppose
we want to solve the congruence
llx = 2 (mod 23). It would be im-
practical to keep adding 23 to the
right-hand side until we get a mul-
tiple of 11. Let's look for a more el-
egant procedure. For instance, we
note that 22x:4 (mod 23)and sub-
tr^ct 23 from the left side. This
yields -x = 4 (mod 23), and, iina\7y,
x= 19 (mod 23).

In the case of our initial equation
5x + 3y: 1,001, the congruences
work as follows: 3y = l,0OI - 5x;
3y = l,OOl (mod 5). Since 1,001 :
200 . 5 + 1, we have 3y = 1 (mod 5),
or 3y = 5 (mod 5). So y = 2 (mod 5),
which means that y = 2 + Sk(k = 0,
+1, +2, ...). This solution is clearly
equivalent to the one obtained
above: y = 332 - 5t (t: 0, 11, !2, ...).

Ihe melhod olcontinued lraclions
This method involves transform-

ing an ordinary {raction af b, corn-
posed of the coefficients of the equa-
tion ax + by = c, into the continued
fraction

a

E
_UOT

l'at+ 
|0)+"'-

ail

which is written briefly as

Ar
i=loo; at, dt, .. n,,f.

sMany interesting {acts about
congruence can be found in the two
articles mentioned in the first section
o{ this article.
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The numbers

P,-

* = loo, a1, a2, . . . , ap.), k = O, I, . . . , n
11k

-called the convergents of the con-
tinued fraction-can be calculated
by an inductive process using the
recurrent formulas

Pt -r= Plr'at , t+ Pk-ti
Q**r=Q*'alr*r+Qt-r,

where P6= as, Qo = 1, Pt: ao.ar+ l,
,116 Qr : a1, k = 0, 1,2, .... Having
computed the numerator and de-
nominator of the next-to-last con-
vergent P n _ tl Qn _, directly or using
the recurrences above/ we can com-
plete the solution of the equation by
applying the ready-made formulas6
representing its general solution in
terms of these numbers:

Let's return to the equation
5x + 3y: 1,001 for one last time. Per-
form the transformation o{ the num-
ber 513 into a continued fraction in
detail:

J-+ao=1
3)s'3 l-+a, =l

t)3
' Z 2--> a2 =2,lF

so 5/3 : [1; 1, 2]. The convergents are

15
-n L

I .3'(\+-
A1

6These formulas are derived in
most books on the elementary number
theory. See, for instance,
Mathematical Excursions by H. Merril
(Dover Paperback, 1957).

(Actually, we don't need the last
convergent. Besides, it always
equals the given fraction. We give
this formula only to recall once
again how the convergents are ca1-
culated directly from the definition.)

Since we have here n : 2, the nu-
merator Pn_, and the denominator
Q, _ , of the next-to-last convergent are

Pn-t: P, = 2;

Q,-r: Qr:1.
Now we're in a position where

formulas (3) can be applied:

x=-l .1,001 'l +3t,
y:1 . 1,001 . 2- 5t,

and, finally,

x : -l ,OOI + 3t,
y:2,002 - 5t,

where t:0, +1, t2, ....
The answer looks different again,

but you can easily verify that it's
equivalent to its preceding forms.
Here the particular solution x : l,
y : 332 emerges for t : 334.

Now let's solve one final probiem.

AIIm a shhwl'edr
Five sailors disembarked on an is-

land and gathered a pile of coconuts
before it got dark. They postponed
dividing them up until the next
morning. One of the sailors woke up
at night, counted what they had col-
lected, gave one coconut to the mon-
key they had with them, and took
exactly ll5 of the rest for himself.
Then he went back to bed and was
asleep in a minute. Some time later
a second sailor woke up and re-
peated ail these actions. Then, in
tum, so did the other three. None of
them had the slightest idea of what
the others had done. In the morning
they divided the remaining coconuts
in eclual parts, but this time the
monkey got nothing. How many
coconuts did the sailors gather?

Solution. Denote by x the un-
known number of coconuts. We can
write down the transformations that
the number of the coconuts in the
pile underwent as the following chain
of equations: x: 5a + l; 4a : 5b + I;
4b : 5c + li 4c = 5d + l; 4d = 25y + l.
(I leave it to the reader to tease out the

sense of these equations.)
This system of simultaneous

equations reduces to one indetermi-
nate equation:

256x:2,101 + I5,625y.

A quick solution of this cumbersome
equation will be a nice reward for
your patient work on the four meth-
ods presented above. You can choose
the method that's most efficient for this
particular problem. The smallest (posi-
tive, of course) answer is x = 3,121.

In Mathematical Puzzles and Di-
versions, Martin Gardner describes
this problem as one of the most fre-
quently attempted yet least mastered
Diophantin e p:uzzles. After this prob-
lem appeared in The Saturday
Evening Post in 1926,letters contin-
ued to arrive for some20years, either
requesting or proposing a solution.

Exercises
1. Find integer solutions of the

equation lOx + Zly = 23 using each
of the four methods described in this
article.

2. Find a two-digit number such
that the digit in the ones place times
eight is 13 less than the digit in the
tens place times three.

3. A number of tourists were
brought by bus to a railroad station
in five equal groups. (Each bus holds
no more than 54 persons.) Seven
other persons joined them there, and
they all were evenly distributed in
14 ralhoad cars. What was the total
number of tourists?

4. Are there any integer points on
the line l3x - 5y + 95 = 0 whose co-
ordinates do not exceed 10 in abso-
lute value?

5. Letn be a positive integer. Find
all integer solutions to the equation

nx + (n+ l)y :2n + L

6. Fifteen liters of a liquid must be
poured into bottles of volumes 0.5 1

and 0.8 I so as to fill all the bottles
completely. How many bottles of
each kind wil1be needed?

7. Prove that for any odd x the
congruence * = t (mod B) is true-
thatis, the square ofany oddinteger
yields a remainder of one when di-

[, =(-])" I .,'.e,,, +b. t,

ly=t-r f .c.Pn-,-a.t, 
(3)

fr=o,t\,+2,....

_ ao 
-.,

1

l2
-la^t " o, 1'

PO

Qo

PT

Qr

P2

Qz

vided by eight CI
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A simple expeilment demonstrating the Coriolis force

by M.Emelyanov, A.Zharkov, V. Zagainov, and V. Matochkin

HE FIRST EXPERIMENT
proving that the Earth rotates
on its axis was done by )ean
Bernard L6on Foucault in 1851.

This article describes a simple ex-
periment that also demonstrates the
Earth's rotation cluite clearly.

Imagine alarge cylindrical vessel
with a funnel at the bottom (fig. 1).

The vessel is filled with water and
suspended from the ceiling by a long
cord. Initially the funnel is closed and
the vessel is at rest relative to the
Earth. What will occur when the fun-
nel is opened at the bottom? For sim-
plicity let's imagine we're conducting
our experiment at the North Pole.

At the point where the vessel
joins the funnel, the water flowing
out has not oniy a vertical but also
a horizontal velocity. Let's denote
the horizontal projection of the
water's velocity relative to the ves-
sel by vo. This value vo depends on
both the height of the water column
above this level and the distance
{rom the vessel's axis.

The presence of a nonzero hori-
zontal velocity vo gives rise to a

Coriolis force. Figure 2 shows the
counterclockwise direction of the
Earth's rotation, the velocity vo, and
the Coriolis force F. acting on a cer-
tainlayer of water. This force affects
every bit of the water and produces
a torque relative to the cylinder's
symmetry axis. This causes the wa-
ter to rotate. Since there is friction
between the water and the wall of

Figure 1

Expeilmental setup: (1) cylinfuical
vessel; (2) funnal; (3) soft rubber with
a stiff base; (4) cord; (5) strins fuom a
badminton racket.

the vessel, the vessel will also ro-
tate, and the direction of this rota-
tion coincides with that of the Earth.

As the water pours out of the fun-
nel, the velocity vo decreases, as

does the Coriolis force (because F. -
vo). How will the water move under

the influence of this variable force
F.? The angular acceleration pro-
duced by this force decreases, but
the angular velocity of the water
increases, though more and more
slowly.

The rotation of the vessel causes
a winding of the cord that holds it.
This produces a restoring torque,
which increases with the angle of
winding. Since the Coriolis force
(which eventually causes the water
in the vessel to rotate) decreases
with time, there will be a moment
when the torque due to this force is
canceled by the increasing torque of
the elastic force due to the cord.
Then the torque due to the cord be-
comes greater than that produced by
the Coriolis force. As a result, the
angular velocity of the vessel is
slowed, although the cylinder still
rotates in the same direction as the
Earth.

At a certain point the vessel stops
and begins to rotate in the opposite

Figure 2
Top view of the whirlpool in the
vessel.
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direction due to the torclue of the
cord acting on it. The cylinder's an-
gular velocity increases, and the re-
storing torq.ue decreases as the cord
unwinds. The torque due to the Co-
riolis force (which decreases as be-
fore) acts counter to the rotation of
the vessel and slows its acceleration.
At a certain moment the decreasing
torque due to the cord becomes less
than the torque due to the Coriolis
force, and then the angular velocity
begins to decrease. Then the cycle
repeats itself.

When we did the experiment/ we
used a cylindrical vessel 25 cm in
diameter and 30 cm high (fig. 1). At
the bottom of the vessel we attached
a funnel with an opening at the bot-
tom that was B mm in diameter. We
then attached a sleeve on the spout
with four symmetrically placed
screws. Using a string wound
around each pair of opposing screws/
we rigged a piece of soft rubber that
had a stiff backing so that it closed
the spout. We knotted the string on
one of the screws.

To hang the device from the ceil-
ing, we used a string from a badmin-
ton racket (about 2.5 m long). (You
could use two strings, wound in op-
posite directions, to eliminate
sidewards motion during the rota-
tion.) We filled the vessel with wa-
ter almost up to the rim, and after
the system settled down we burned
the knot on the thread. In every case
we observed the same phenomenon:
as the water flowed through the fun-
nel, the suspended vessel rotated
first counterclockwise, then clock-
wise.

You can also do this experiment
with a glass funnel suspended from
a pair of fishing lines. It turns out
that the angle of the vessel's rotation
depends very much on the diameter
of the funnel's spout. On the one
hand, the smaller the hole, the more
pronounced the effect from the Co-
riolis force. On the other hand, the
role of viscosity increases as the di-
ameter of the opening decreases. We
managed to observe a significant
amount of rotation using a funnel
containing 1 I of water that had a
5-mm opening at the bottom. O
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HE POPULAR GAME OF BIL-
liards requires not only a sharp
eye and a sure hand, but also
accLr;r ate, calculation. The leg-

endary hero of the Civil War in Rus-
sia, Marshal Semyon Mikhailovich
Budyonny, used to say, "When I play
billiards, I take lessons in physics
and mathematics."

The art of playing billiards in-
cludes many fine tricks involving off-
center strokes. These make the bali
spin and, due to the friction against
the cloth covering the table, curve its
path. Effects of this sort were de-
scribed by the well-known French
engineer and physicist Gaspard Co-
riolis in his book The Mathematical
Theory of the Phenomena of Bil-
liards, published in 1835.

Here we'll consider only the sim-
plest rectilinear motion o{ a billiard
ball and the traiectories that result
from collisions with the bumpers of
variously shaped tables. A{ter each
collision the ball is reflected accord-
ing to the familiar law of optics: The
angla of incidence equals the angJe of
reflection (fis. 1). So the path of the ball
coincides withthepath of aray of light.
Note, by the way, that a photon can
be regarded (inproblems involving re-
flection) as a small billiard ball.

Figure 1

Let's begin with this problem:
Given the location of the ball on a
billiard table, determine the direc-
tion in which it must be struck so as

to hit a bumper and reflect into the
, pocket at a given corner.

E fo solve this problem, imagine

! that the bumper is replaced by a mir-
3. ror (fig. 2). Then the motion of the ball

i in the miror after it hits the bumper
Q (mirror) will continue the straight
6 motion it had before the collision.
E Drr* the image of thebilliardball as

Figure 2

reflected in the givenbumper and ioin
the initial position of the ball with
the reflection of the chosen corner
(fig. 3). Now the reciuired path of the
ball is obtained by reflecting the seg-

ments of these lines about the corre-
sponding bumpers.

Figure 3

The nextproblem is abit more diffi-
cult. Two balls are on the tablg one red,

the other white. Strike the red ball so

that, after reflecting ftom the bumpers
AB ardBC, it hits the white ball.

Here again mirror reflections are
helpful. First we reflect the table
abottAB and let C, be the image of
C. Next we reflect the table's reflec-
tion about BC, . Then we join the re-
flection of BC about AB. Now we
join the second reflection of the
white ball with the red ball and "fold
back" the line thus obtained. It will
give the recluired path (fig. 4).

And how will the ball move on a cir-
cular billiard table? It's clear that all the

KALEIDOS(
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4d in the pool hall
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Figure 5

chords traced by the ball between two
collisions with the bumper are the
same length. Therefore, the ball's
path will either be a regular convex
polygon or a regular star polygon, or
it will never close and the ball will
sweep out a certain ring (fig. 5).

It's very interesting to watch the
motion of the ball on an elliptical bil-
liard table. The boundary of such a table
can be defined as the locus of points M
the sum of whose distances from two
fixed points F, andFr(called the foci of
the ellipse) is constant F ,M + FrM :2d,
for some number d (Iig. 6lr.

Figure 6

The ellipse has a remarkabie prop-
erty: aball started from one of the foci
will pass through the other after reflec-
tion on the table. This is called the op-
tical properry of the ellipse. One of its
consequences is the fact that a ball that
starts inside the ellipse, on a point on
line F,F, but outside the segment FrFr,
will never cross the segment (fig.7l.

Mathematicians have long
sought a polygon that would have
two points MrandMrinside it such
that a ball that starts at M, could
never reach M, (fig. 8). At present

most mathematicians believe that
such a polygon is impossible, al-
though this has not been proved.

At the same time, it's not difficult
to devise a curved "billiard table"

Figure B

with this property. One example of
such a table is shown in figure 9. The
arcAD here is half an ellipse with foci
at points B and C; the arcs AB, BC,
andCD are semicircles. As was men-
tioned above, a ball that starts from a
point M, in one of the smaller semi-
circles will never cross the segment
BC, so it will never hit any point M,
in the bigger semicircle.

Figure 9

Mathematicians study the trajec-
tories of a ball in even more intri-
cately curved billiard tables. Why?
Solutions to these types of problems
help us understand the laws of mo-
tion of gas molecules or beams of par-
ticles in closed volumes, and these
laws are useful in many areas o{ phys-
ics-in particuTar, in quantum elec-
tronics. The molecules are reflected
off the walls exactly like a ball from
the bumper of a billiard table. O

FrM + MFr= 2a

Figure 7
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PHYSICS
CONTEST

The nalul'e ol liUht

"The invisible influences of gravitation and electromagnetic fields
remain magic; describable, but nevertheless implacable,

nonhuman, alien, magig."-fi. K. Ridley

by Arthur Eisenkraft and Larry D. Kirkpatrick

IGHT PLAYS SUCH A CRUCIAL
role in our lives that it's very
hard to imagine a universe with-
out light. Almost all of the in{or-

m-ation that we receive from outside
our solar system comes to us in the
form of light. Observations o{ the
heavenly bodies and attempts to
find regularities in their motions led
to tremendous advancements in sci-
ence and the modern-day scientific
method. Studies of light and color
revolutionized painting and the fine
arts. The invention of the electric
light allowed us to work and study at
night. More recently the invention of
lasers has had profound effects on our
abilities to understand the world
around us and to make great advances
in technology used in such areas as

surgery/ cutting, welding, surveying,
communication, the arts, advertising
and manufacturing.

But what is light? How do we de-
scribe its behavior? We have two
basic models that we can use to de-
scribe light-particle behavior and
light behavior. The debate over the
best way to describe light has been
waged for centuries. Newton felt
that light was composed of tiny par-
ticles that traveled very fast. He
used this idea to predict that light
would travel faster in transparent
materials like water and glass than

in air. By the time the speed of light
in water was measured by |ean Fou-
cault in 1862 as slower than in air,
the particle model for light was al-
ready out of favor. By 1801 Thomas
Young had demonstrated the inter-
ference of light, a uniquely wavelike
effect, and the wave model for light
dominated for the next century.

As we discussed in the May/|une
1995 issue of Quantum, Albert
Einstein reintroduced the particle as-

pect of light in 1905 to explain the
observations of the photoelectric ef-
fect. Einstein said the iight can be-
have like a particle (known as a pho-
ton) that has an energy E = hf , where
h = 6.63. 10-34 J-s is Planck's constant
and / is the frequency of the light.

Additional verification of these
revolutionary ideas was provided by
Arthur Holly Compton, the son of a
Presbyterian minister. Compton
was "turned on" to the study of X
rays by his older brother and friend
Karl. It was known that X rays are
another form of electromagnetic ra-
diation similar to visible light and
radio, infrared, and ultraviolet
waves. Therefore, thepuzzle of light
was the puzzle of X rays.

Compton's investigations began
with the study of the angular distri-
bution of X rays from crystals, {or
which he was awarded a Ph.D. from

Princeton University in 1916. in his
research Compton learned about
Bragg scattering and was able to
measure the wavelengths of X rays
rather accurately. He discovered
that the wavelengths of some of the
X rays scattered by matter were
lengthened.

After rejecting classical explana-
tions for these observations, Comp-
ton combined Einstein's ideas about
photons and relativity and emerged
with a simple explanation for his
observations. He assumed that X
rays consisted of photons with en-
ergy E : hf andmomentum p = El c.

When a photon undergoes a colli-
sion with an electron/ some of the
energy and momentum of the pho-
ton is transferred to the electron,
reducing the energy of the photon
and consequently increasing its
wavelength. Using the relationship
)"f : c for electromagnetic waves/
where ), is the wavelength and c is
the speed of light, Compton was
able to calculate that

h
),,_)u= -.-(t_coso), (l)

MC

where )"' and 0 are the wavelength and
scattering angle of the scattered pho-
ton and m is the mass of the elec-
tron. Compton verified this effect
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experimentally and it is now known
as the Compton effect. It is interest-
ing that Compton was the one who
suggested the name "photon" for
light when it acts like a particle.
Compton shared the 1927 Nobel
prrze in physics with Charles Wil-
son, the inventor of the cloud cham-
ber.

Later Compton studied cosmic
rays and helped to establish that
cosmic rays are charged particles
rather than high-energy electromag-
netic waves. After working on the
Manhattan Project during World
War II, Compton became the chan-
cellor of Washington University in
St. Louis. His brothers became presi-
dents of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and Washington
State University, both alma maters
of one of your authors (LDK).

By the way, how does the debate
about the nature of light come out?
We now believe that iight exhibits
both particle and wave aspects de-
pending on the types of measure-
ment that we make. This is known
as wave-particle duality and is a

property of all particles at the sr-rb-

atomic level, including electrons
and protons.

One of the problems on the semi-
final exam used to select the 1996
US Physics Team was a one-dimen-
sional, nonrelativistic derivation of
the Compton effect and is the basis
for this month/s contest problem.

A. Consider the one-dimensional
collision of a photon with a free elec-
tron initially at rest. Assume that
the energy of the photon is much
less than the rest energy mc2 of the
electron and the photon recoils in
the backward direction with fre-
quency f .Write expressions for the
conservation of energy and linear
momentum.

B. Neglecting additive terms of
order tflfc2, show that

where v is the electron's speed after
the collision.

C. Show that equation (2) can be
written in the form

x'-),=

in agreement with the formula for
the Compton effect. Note that the
change in wavelength does not de-
pend on the original wavelength.

The quantity hlmc is known as

the Compton wavelength and has
the value 2,.43 . l}-rz m:2.43 pm-
avery small change. This change is
difficult to measure unless ), is also
small. Compton used X rays with a

wavelength of 71.1 pm.
D. What is the energy of these X

rays? Can the electrons in matter be
treated as if they were free? Does the
recoil energy of the electron satisfy
the condition for a nonrelativistic
treatment?

E. If you would like to work more
with this effect, try obtaining the
two-dimensional result given in
ecluation (1). Let $ be the angle of the
electron leaving the collision. Write
down the equations {or the conser-
vation of energy and the two compo-
nents of momentum. lJse these
three equations to eliminate Q and v.
You will need to use the fact that the
collision is nonrelativistic to neglect
sma11 additive terms. (Most text-
books on modern physics give the
relativisitic derivation. )

Please send your solutions to
Quantum, I 840 Wilson Boulevard,
Arlington YA2220l-3000 within a

month of receipt of this issue. The
best solutions will be noted in this
space and their authors will receive
special certificates from Quantum.

[UIouinU lnatEl
Two readers sent in excellent so-

lutions to the May/)une contest
problem. Congratulations to Noah
Bray-Ali, a junior at Venice High
Schoo1 in Los Angeles, California,
and Wolfgang Wais of Tubingen,
Germany. We will follow along
with Noah as he describes his ap-
proach.

A. There are three parts to this
problem: the jump, the collision,
and the upswing. Conservation of
energy during Tarzan's (mass M)
swing from heightho Sives his speed
vo at the bottom of the valley:

I
Mgho = ) twr|,

'L

vZ =Zgho' 
(1)

During the ensuing perfectly inelas-
tic collision with )ane (mass m),
momentum is conserved, and we
can solve for the couple's final veloc-
ity v':

Mvo =(tw+ m)v',

Mru
M+m

or, with equation (1),

,)M2)v - =_- zvo(u+ m)

_ ) oh^ M) l2l
-d"u ,2'

(M + m)-

We can now find the height h to
which they rise using conservation
of energy during their upswing:

!@ * m\r'2 = (M + m)sh'. (3)
2t / \

Solving forh'using equations (21 ar.d
(3)yields

n,r2Lt L =4A4m.rt ---- . tt)

lM + m)-

Alas, Tarzan and |ane end up more
than half a meter short of the crest
of the hill they had hoped to reach.

B. When the bullet (mass m) and
pendulum (mass M) collide, mo-
mentum is conserved:

nvo: lm + Mlf ,

where vo is the original velocity of
the bullet and v'is the velocity of
the system after the collision. Thus

*2
,'' = --!!!- , ,i. 14)(m+ M)- I /

A{ter the collision, the bullet-pen-
dulum system rises to a height ft,
which we can find from the given
parameters: the length I of the cord
and the horizontal distance s trav-
eled by the system. If we denote by

2h

17tC

h'rr' =[]","')[i-"), (2)
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0 the angle the cord makes with the
vertical, we have

0 ='sin-r 1= 3.++ ,
L

h = L -Icos0 = I(1- cos0) = 0.009 m,

From conservation of energy we can
solve for the bullet's speed:

!@ * m)v'2 =(M + m)sh.
2tl\

Replacing r/2 using equation (41, we
get

^ (M+m\2v6=Zsh+, {5)m'

OI

vo:420 mf s.

C. If the spring of force constant
k is initially compressed a distance
d, from conservation of energy dur-
ing compression we can solve for the
speed vo at which the ball (mass m)
is ejected:

A11 of the work in part B is stil1 true,
so we can combine equations (61and
(5) and solve for h, where M is the
mass of the pendulum:

h= Rd- n't

2s (tut* -)'
To solve this for the relative masses
that optimizeh, we take the deriva-
tive of h with respect to m, set it
equal to zero, and solve for m in
terms of M. Noting that the term
kd2l2g is constant and can be fac-
tored out, this reduces to

(tw+ mf (M+ tn)1'

and finally

M=m.
D. This question can be broken

into two parts: the coilision and the

upswing. From the conservation of
angular momentum about the pivot
point of the rod, we can calculate the
final angular speed ro of the system
after the collision in terms of the
ball's speed voafter ejection, which
we know from part C:

mvoL: f a,

where m is the mass of the ball, I is
the length of the rod, and 1, is the
moment of inertia of the system af-
ter the collision. We can calculate 1

by the superposition principle,
knowing that l for the rod isrlrML2:

I'=I+mI] =!rut] +mI].
aJ

Replacing and solving for 0 gives

.. ffivo
(!)=- (!***\r'

[3 )

During the upswing, the rotational
kinetic energy from this collision is
converted into gravitational poten-
tial energy. The ball rises a height
I - I cos 0, and the center of mass
of the rod risesLf 2-Lf 2 cosl, where
0 is the final angle we/re trying to
find. So conservation of energy gives

Replacing I and rrr and solving gives

1-cos0=
^113m'v6

(trt+zm)(tvt+3m)sL

Equation (5) is still valid, so we can
replace and solve:

0=Cos
3kd2m

gL(M+zm)(u + Bm)

which expresses the final angle in
terms of the masses of rod and ball.

E. From equation (6)we know the
velocity vo of the marble is propor-
tional to the compression d of the
spring. This horizontal velocity is
constant during the flight, so the fi-
nal distance traveled in the x-direc-
tion will simply depend on the time
of flight, which is the same for both

trials: the time it takes to fall from
the table to the floor. The distance
traveled in the x-direction without
air resistance is thus directly propor-
tional to v, and, therefore, to the
compression distance. If we denote
the values of the first attemptby do
and xo and those of the second at-
tempt by d andx, this proportional-
ity gives

d.=do x 
=1.1 1cm.
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Shady colnputalion$

Clearing up a paradox at the boundary of dark and light

by Chauncey W. Bowers

HE SPEED OF LIGHT AS AN
upper limit arises as the result
of specific ramifications of the
special theory of relativity. In

particular, the mass/energy equiva-
lence (E : *c') requires an infinite
amount of energy to accelerate any
mass to the speed of 1ight. In addi-
tion, to maintain the notion of cau-
sality, nothing can influence events
faster than the speed of light. How-
ever, the limits imposed by the laws
of physics permit certain measur-
able attributes of our everyday world
to exceed the speed of light. Specifi-
cally, the movement of a shadow's
edge can greatly exceed the speed of
light. In fact, shadows can exhibit
behavior normally prohibited by
common sense-for example, they
can arrive at a destination before
leaving their origin.

Consider a shadow cast by a wall
AB ofheight Y. The angle of the in-
cident light with the ground is 0.
Figure I shows that this situation
results in a right triangle that can be
analyzed simply with basic trigo-
nometry rules. To this end, the light
is assumed to hit the wall as paral-
lel rays, as would occur if the light
source is very far away-for ex-
ample, the Sun. It follows that the
length of the shadow on the ground
is AC: Y cot 0. If the wall is lowered
a distance Ay (from point B to B'1,
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the shadow on the ground will
move Ax (from point C to C'), such
that Ax = Ly cot 0. For example, if
0 : 30o, the cotangent = 1 .73, and
Ax = l.73Ly. The average speed of
anything, including the edge of a
shadow, is simply the distance trav-
eled divided by the time taken to
travel that distance. For the
shadow's edge, the alrerage velocity
is Lxf Lt, where Ar is the time it
takes for the shadow to move Ax.
BecauseAx = Ay cot 0, all that remains
is to calculateAt for the shadow. The
time for the shadow to move from
point C to C' is a function of how
quickly the wall is lowered. The
wall cannot be lowered faster than
the speed of light, so we will denote
the speed of the wall as ac, where c
is the speed of light ard a < l.

If the wall is lowered at a speed
much lower than c (exactly how
much slower will be shown laterl,
the speed v, of the shadow's edge
will simply be

vs: ac cotg. (1)

This is because the movement of the
shadow's edge can be considered in-
stantaneous with that of the wail-
that is, the time it takes for the
shadow to move can be approximated
as the time it takes for the wall to
move/ but the distance the shadow
moves is cot 0 times that of the wall.

In fact, there is a deLay between
the time the wall begins to move
and the time the shadow begins to
move-the shadow will not move
until light has had time to travel the
distance BC : Ylsin 0. This time
delay equals

Y
Afr = . l)l' c srnO t2l

-that is, the distance traveled by
the light divided by its velocity.

When does the shadow complete
its movement/ stopping at point C'?
If the wall is lowered Ay at a speed
act thenthe time it takes thewall to
complete its journey is simply

Av
\ f - ---!-

LLL

Figure .l

The shadow will not " arri.ve" at point
C'until the wall has arrived atB' and
light has traveled frort B'to C'. This
distance B'C'is (Y- Ay)/sin 0, and
the time for light to travel that dis-
tance is

Ltz =
Y-Lv
c sinO

speed of the shadow is independent
of the wall's height and the distance
the wall is lowered. The shadow's
velocity is only a function of the
velocity of the wall and the incident
angle of light. As expected, for small
values of a la << sin 0),

(ac cos0)v -l I = dC Cot0r" IsinO )

which is equation (1).

The behavior of the shadow de-
scribed by equation (3) is somewhat
surprising. For an angle 0 o{ 30' and
a wall being lowered at0.4c(a:0.4),
the speed of the shadow is 3.5c1 In
fact, the shadow can be made to
travel as fast as one likes until
, : sin 0 , at which point there is a
singularity in equation (3). The
speed of the shadow is undefined
mathematic ally at this singularity,
and this correlates with the behav-
ior of the shadow. When a = sin 0,
light will appear instantaneously
over the region C to C'. Thus the
speed of the shadow's edge is physi-
ca11y, as well as mathematically,
undefined. If the speed of the wall is
increased so that a > sin 0, the sign
of the shadow's velocity changes.
Again, this correlates with the
physical behavior of the shadow.
When a > sin 0, light will appear at
point C' before the edge of the

We now have everything needed
to calculate the average speed of the
shadow's edge. The time At. for the
shadow to move from C to C'is
equal to the time Ar* for the wali to
move from B to B'plus the time Ar2
for light to move frorn B'to C' mi-
nus the time At, it takes light to
move from B to C, or

at-
Av Y-Lv
ac csin0 csin0

rr lsine -a)-___- _t
c I asrn0 /

The speed of the shadow is therefore

Lx (ac cos0 )
'' = ai. = 

[*re - rr' (3)

Equation (3) is the general equa-
tion for the speed of the edge of a
shadow cast by a wall at an angle e/
where the wall is being lowered at a
speed ac. As one would expect/ the
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shadow has moved from point C.
The light will then proceed from left
to right in figure 1 (rather than right
to left) with the velocity calcuiated
from equation (3). The shadow will,
in effect, aruive at its destination (C')
before leaving its origin (C). Not
only does increasing the velocity of
the wall past the singularity cause
the direction of the shadow's veloc-
ity to reverse, but the speed of the
shadow deueases as the wall speed
increases after this point.

Graphs of equation (3) for various
angles 0 are shown in figure 2, dem-
onstrating more clearly the singular-
ity and its relation to 0 . Decreasing
0 decreases the wall speed required
to produce the singularity. For 0 : 5o,

the wall only needs to move at 0.08c
to produce a shadow velocity greater
than 10c.

It is left to the reader to verify
that the ability to produce shadow
speeds greater than c can be accom-
plished only by lowering the wall,
not by raising it. Indeed, even if the
wall could somehow be raised in-
stantaneously, the velocity of the
shadow's edge would only equal
c cos 0.

This derivation of the shadow's
behavior indicates why the mass-
energy equivalence is not a factor
for shadow velocity. Simply put,
there is no mass moving in the di-
rection of the shadow's edge. Its

movement is the result of the tim-
ing of light traveling to the ground
as the wall is lowered. Further-
more/ the shadow cannot be used
to influence events faster than the
speed of light. In this regard, it
should be remembered that the
shadow does not begin to move
from point C until after light has
traveled the distance BC. The sub-
sequent movement of the shadow
at speeds exceeding the speed of
light cannot then influence other
events faster than this built-in de-
lay (for a < sin 0 ). For a > sin 0, light
will appear at point C' ahead of the
delay expressed by equation (21, but
after light has traveled the distance
B'C'. Thus any influenca is slower
than the speed of light, since we
must also wait for the wall to move
from B to B'.

Poets have often alluded to the
boundary between light and dark as

an area of strange and paradoxical
behavior. Scientists must/ in this
case/ agree that the poet has seen an
aspect of verifiable truth. While the
edge of a shadow is easily defined
and measured, its movement is not
limited by the velocity of the light
that creates it. O

Chauncey W. Bowers is a researcher in
tha Division of Neurosciences at the
Beckman Research lnstitute of the City
of Hope. His e-mail address .1s

cbowers@coh.coh.org.
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COWCULATIONS

FeedinU l'hylhln$ and aluol'ithms

The true subject of bovine ruminations

by Dr. Mu

UMANS H.\\-E \O IDEA WHAT WE COWS
think about. YtrLr Sr-C us resting peaceiully under a

shady tree, conr.nrc-d, unconcerned with the wor-
ries of the u,orlcl choring out cud, and assume that

nothing is going on be trr-een our ears.
But you're sadlr- t.r-r:stirken. We think a lot about prob-

lems that interest r-rs-1ike clur next meal. Lct me say
up front, I love mr ;l1r--r\r. Try proclucing 60 pounds oi
milk a day (on d\-€ri1{c- on an empty stomach or two.
Being a cow lvho i:.1rrars hkes to get its fair share, I've
been doing some cLr\\'cLllations along this line.

My boss, farmer Paul has been playing a weird game

lately. When we come in for milking he's been setting
out a row of eight pails, each filled with varying
amounts of feed. (It looks to us as though they are ran-
domly filied.) Two cows are assigned a row of pails and
given the following instructions:

Each bucket is numbered with the number of scoops
of feed inside. Going one at a time, pick a pail from
either end of the row, eat the contents, and remove the
pail from the row. Take turns (waiting for the other to
eat and remove the pail) until all the food is gone.

Some of my casual bovine mates take a cavalier ap-
proach to this task. No matter who goes first, they flip

o
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o
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a coin to decide which side to pick. They'te easy to
beat-I just pick the end with the highest numbered
pait. (I call this my Greedy aigorithm.) This usually
works, but every once in a while they get lucky and beat
me.

For example, the other day farmer Paul placed the
following row of feed pails {1, 2, 3,2, 4,2, 15, 5} for Bessie
and me to select from. I went first and took 5, leaving

11,2,3,2, 4, L,15). Bessie picked 1'5, so it was clear I
wasn't going to overcome her lead, and I went a bit
hungry that day.

Hunger may bring out the best in us, but I want to
make sure it doesn't happen again. I want to be certain
that I get an equal share or better-no matter whatl In
other words, when farmer Paul places an even number
of pails and fills each with a random amount of feed and
when I pick first, I never want to end up with less than
half the chow.

So here's your "Challenge Outta Wisconsin," or
COW, as we say around the dairy state: With your
cowculator, write a program that will fill p pails (p is
even) with random amounts of feed (integers between
1 and s) and, by picking {irst, always win against any
cow-or human (they think they're so smartl).

My cowculator uses the highly advanced software
Mathematica". I like Mathematica because I can easily
examine a wide range of computer algorithms in a very
high level language that reads like a mathematical ex-
pression. You see, Mathematica is a functional language
in which programs are allmathematical expressions. It's
also easy to learn for beginners who have never pro-
grammed before. But you can use Pascal, C/C++, or
BASIC if you prefer. However, it's the algorithm that I
intend to focus on and not the language. If you use a
different language, you carl implement my algorithm

lr-
DR. MU SEE-,-TO ENN iS HUMNru,

using your own language's syntax.
Here is a look at ny cowculations.
First I defined a function that picks out p random

integers from 1 to s. This is done by defining a function
feed [p, sl that generates a "Table" of p "Random In-
tegers" between I and s:

feed. [p_, s_] : =
TabLe [Randomllnteger, {1, s} ] , {p} I

Try out the feed function for p :8 and s : 25 and place
the feed in a row.

p=8is=25i
row=feed [p, s]

{ 1 8 , 19 , L , LL ,25 , L2 ,22 , L4}

Bessie and I start with nothing, which is represented by
empty lists "{}" assigned as follows:

Bessie= { } ;
Dr[[u= ( ] ;

Using the Greedy algorithm, if the "First" pail in the
row has more (or possibly the same) amount of feed as

the "Last" pail, then "Append" this to my feed list and
"Dtop" it from the row. Otherwise, pick the "Last" pall,
"Append" it to my feed list and "Drop" it from the row.

Suppose Bessie goes first, and we "Do" thispf2 times,
which exhausts the feed. To display the results, we
"Prirrt" it. Here is the Mathematica code that translates
what I just said in a very precise and exact manner.
Comments such as (*then* ) and (*else* ) were added for
your ease of reading and are not required for the pro-
gram.

row
Do IIf lFirst Irow] >=Last Irow] ,

( *then* )
AppendTo [DrMu, First [rowl I ;
row=Drop [row,1] ,
( *e1se* )

AppendTo [DrMu, Last [row] I ; row=Drop [row, -
1ll;

Print["Dr Mu eats "rlastlDrMu], " leav-
ing ",row] i
If [First Irow] >=Last Irow] ,

( *then* )

AppendTo [Bessie, First Irow] I ;
ror^r=DroB [row, 1] ,
( *e1se* )

AppendTo [Bessie, Last [rowl ] ; row=Drop [row, -
1I I;
Print["Bessie eats !r,Last[Bessie], "
l-eaving ", row] , {p/2ll i

Here is the output when you run this program:

ss
s.g#
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{ 18, 19, 1_, 1_1_, 25, L2, 22, L4}
Dr Mu eats 18, leaving
{L9, L, LL, 25, L2, 22, L4}
Bessi e eats 19 leaving
{1_ ,1_1 ,25 ,1_2 ,22 , L4}
Dr Mu eats 14 leaving {I,1,1,25,72,22}
Bessie eats 22 leaving {1,11,25,72,}
Dr Mu eats 12 leaving {L,IL,25}
Do--.i^ -^-- -tr --..';-^ I1 lll_eqvlrrv L!/ !!J

Dr Mu ea--s -- -eavinS {11
Bessie eac-= _ -eavinq { J

Time to add up the chorr,. Do this by " Apply"ing the
"Plus" operation ro 1l\- se lections and Bessie's:

DrMuTotal=Apply I P1us, DrMu] ;
BessieTotal=App1y I P1us, Bessie] ;
Print[DrMu, " = Dr Mu's picks for a
Eotal- of " , DrMuTot,al l
PrintIBessie, " = Bessie's se]-ection
for a totsa1 of ",BessieTotal-l
{18,14,72,--'.= _: ll-^'s choices for a
total of 55

{1-9,22,25,=j = ==-:'='s selection for a
total of 6f

Holy cowl I came Llp short asalnl Can you help me
avoid this? I don't 1lke to So hllngry.. Discover an algo-
rithm that wins every tirnr.

Your turn to feed at the rrollrih.
COW 1.a. Find an eiiicient algorrthm I can use to

always win at chow time or-er Bessie . Your solution
should run within a few seconds, rrrnnrng quickiy even
with 100 pails. Rememl'rer, I har-e the advantage of go-
ing first.

COW 1.b. Do sorrte co\\-culations to esrilnate my
chances of beatrng Bessre ii rre both use rhe Greedy al-
gorithm. (Ties are considered a rrin for me.l

You can e-mail vour cor\'cuiations ro me , Dr. Mu, at
drmu@cs.uwp.edll. I'11 maintain a home page oi some
of the best cowculations at http:/1usaco.uu,p.edu/
cowculations. By the way/ ii you happen to like com-
puter programming a lot, check out the USA Comput-
ing Olympi ad at http : I lusaco.uwp. edu.

If you're interested in doing your cowculations in
Mathematica and don't currently own a copy I consider
the offer available to students from Wolfram Research
at http://www.wolfram.com/mathematrcal infol
students.html. Thc student version is no different than
a regular version of Mathematica-cxcept, of coursc, for
the price (-$lOl1

I need to see your cowculations before December 1,

my deadline for the next column. If you have any ques-
tions, corne out to the farm and I'll try to answer them
after milking t1me. I check rn1, c-mar1 dai11,.

^'/ore; 
This problem origina111. appeared lunbovined

of course) at the Intern:rtional Oh rupiad in l1tio11nar1cs
in Veszprem, Hungarr-, July 25-Augr-rst 1, 1996. The
homc page for IOI'9(r is htt1.,: ircr-,rni.bme .hu contests/
iol96.

Now it's time to do vor-rr brt and e -mar1 those bytes
to drmu@cs.uwp.edu. O
Dr. Mu is the Bovine Proil-r-: r:. ,r- f ,-,ri cul,ttiot-t Science at the
University of l,1,':scon.sli l.::'-i-r:;: .lr;iJ re sjdes in Paulsbarn.

fr CowcuLtIE . . .goviNE/-

Does your library have OUANTUMz
If not, talk to ).our hbrananl Quttntttm is a resource that
belongs ln ever-v high school and college library.

"A {irst-class 'nel,' rlaga:ine . . . oltc can appreciate the
meaning of quality and in-ragrnatir-e challenge . . . it is for
anyone with an interest in science, partrcularlv rnath and
physics. Highly recommende d." -Library, [ournal

"It shor,rld bc in er-err- high school library [and] in most
public hbraries ri-e owe it to our stticients'to rnake
Qttttntt:-n rr-rde1r- in'aiiab1e. "-Richard Askey, Professor of
llathematics at the University of Wisconsin, Madison

Share the OUANTUM expertence!
To order, call 1 800 SPRINGER (1 800 777-4643)
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MATH
INVESTIGATIONS

ln lnelnoriam: Paul tl'dfls (1 913-1 gg0)

May he enjoy seeing his proofs faithfully recorded in The Book

by George Berzsenyi

T THE AWARDS CEREMO-
nies for the eight winners of
the 1980 USA Mathematical
Olympiad, I was especially

hrppy to see Michael Finn and Eric
Carlson among the honorees,
since they were also two of the
winners of the year-round compe-
tition I had been conducting
through the Competition Corner
of the now defunct journal Math-
ematics Student (MS) of the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. Since my major aim
with MS was to popularize cre-
ative mathematical problem solv-
ing among high school students, I
was {ully aware that the problems
posed there were not challenging
enough for Michael and Eric.
Hence I suggested to them that
they should switch their attention
to more demanding problem sec-
tions, like those inThe Amedcan
M ath em ati c al Monthly and M ath -

ematics Magazine. Michael's an-
swer was "I do them aLso," while
Eric reminded me of the saying
that "practice makes perfect."
And thus I continued to receive
beautiful solutions to the MS prob-
lems from both of them, through-
out their high school years.

Time and again when I receive
various reactions and contribu-
tions to the present column I

This image of Paul fud6s is based on a painting by Ray Paul in the possession
of the University of Cincinnati's Mathematics Depafiment Library.
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think of Michael and Eric, and I
want to suggest to my readers to
turn their attentions to more wor-
thy tasks, rnore serious math-
ematical investigations. While
many of the topics covered in this
column ma1 be attractive and
even fascinating, they are often
lackrng in depth and seriousness,
which are the hallmarks of real
mathenratical rnvestigations.
While I am capirblc of devising ap-
propriate ptol', 1<rrr: lor compcti-
tions and assistu-rs in the discovery
and development oi lrathematical
talents, I am nor an c\pert in prob-
ing the frontiers oi marherlatics.

These \\rerc m\- thr',r,rghts when I
recenthr learne.l .r1..,iLt the death of
Paul Erdcis, rrho .ie r ,rte tl his life tcr

probing those irt,nr-rs l-losing and/
or solving sor'r"rc . r ::t- :r' -t irxpor'-
tant problerns oi thrs .inrl1l1-. Hence
I wzrnt to recomnlrn.i rh::t rlr- read-
ers learn more ab,-,Lrt tir. .trtrcl' oi
Erd6s, follow in hrs i. ,,:stJps and
emulate his attitr-rde rar\'i.J;. rrra1th-

ematics. To whet )-L)r-1r a.r: ctite, I
reprodt.ce belorv thr'ee ,ri hrs rrob-
lems. They werc comrrlrn:a.i::rl to
me in 1,994, tn responsc tr,:rrr trih-
ute to hirn in the trlar Tt.n- - '.r .l+ 1s-

sue of Qttttntutt...
Problem 1. L.t ', : :, :'il.r

integer fol rr'hr.h :l',: - i .. i --.
distinctpoinrs,)= i r:r

the plane with thc r,,1, i' :--:-' r-
erty: for eYery xi in 5 thcr-. .::.- .:'i

leastl(n) points in S that are e qr.rJ:.-
tant fromxr. Determine i1.zt' as acti--
rately as possible. Is it true tl.,-:
f(n) - oln') for cvery e >0?

Erd6s offered $500 for a prooi and
"much lcss for a counterexample. ''

Problem 2. Let seven points be
given in the p1ane. Prove that one

The purpose of this colurnn is to direct
tlre attention oi Quantunl's rcadcrs to
interesting problems in the literature
that .leserve to be generalized and
could lead to independent rese:rrch
and/or scrence projects itr rnzlthemzlt-
ics. Students r.r.ho sr.rcceed in unravel-
ing the phenornena pr'csentcd :rrc en-
cor-rraged to corlrlunicatc thcir rcsults
to the author eitl-rer dircctiy or tirrough
Quailtuin, which r,r,i11 ciistribute
:rmong them valuablc book prizes ancl/
or iree subscriptions.

can always choose three of the
points so that the three distances
determined by them are all different.

Erd6s went on to say that for six
points the above claim is not true/
and wondered whether the only
counterexample is provided by the
vertices and the center of a regular
pentagon. He also wanted to know
how many points are needed to en-
sure that one can always choose
four of the points so that the six
distances determined by them are
all different. Clear\y, one can also
relax the conditions on the four
points and/or extend the problem
to more points. Moreover, the
smallest counterexamples may be
of interest too.

Problem 3. An o1d conjecture
states that l0! : 617! is the only non-
trivial solution of n! : albl. (If n =kl,
then (kl)! : (kl - 1)lkl is a trivial so-
lution-for example, 241 : 23!41.)
Try to representn! as theproduct of
smaller factorials (for example,
8l :7 2!2!2) and prove that the den-
sity of n's for which this is possible
is 0.

I last saw "Pali B6csi" in the
summer of 1994 at the Second
Congress of the World Federation
of National Mathematics Compe-
titions (WFNMC) in Bulgaria. I
was hoping that he would manage
to attend the 8th International
Congress of Mathematics Educa-
tion held in Seville, Spain, this
past summer/ where I was honored
by the WFNMC's "Erd6s Award"
{or my contributions, but he
couldn't come. And now I will
neYer see him againl We will all
miss him, not only as one of the
greatest mathematicians, but also
as one o{ the most gentle, thought-
ful pillars of the society of math-
ematicians. One hopes there is in-
deed a "Gteat Book in the Sky"
containing the most elegant proofs
of every theorem in mathematics,
and he is there to enjoy it. O

George Berzsenyi ls a prof essor of math-
ematics at the Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology, 5500 Wabash Avenue,
Terre Haute IN 47803-3999. His e-mail
address is george.berzsenyi@rose-
hulman.edu.
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AT THE
BLACKBOARD II

lll0l all is FEUBaled

On the Uncertainty Prindple and other forms of indeterminacy

by AIbert Stasenko

HAT COULD BE MORE
trivial from the geometri c

viewpoint than a square with
a diagonal, or a circle with a

diameter? Any child can draw them
by hand (fig. 1). And yet so much has
been written about these figures,
one could fill an entire encyclope-
dia-for example, about the irra-
tionality of the numbers n and nlZ .

What would it have cost the Cre-
ator to construct Nature in such a

way that the ratio of the circle's
length to its diameter is exactly
ec1ual to 3, or even exactly 3.14, or 3
and a hundred (too small? let it be a
millionl) digits after the decimal
point-just so that it were strictly
equal to something! But no-schol-
ars have proved that the number n
contains an infinite number of dig-
its after the decimal point. (This
property is referred to as the incom-
mensur ability of the cir cumf er ence
and tha diameter.l Students and

teachers through the years have de-

vised sayings to help them remem-
ber the first dozen digits. Others
have found algorithms to calculate
as many digits as we want and have
translated these procedures into
computer language. Even before the
computer age there were devotees of
science who spent their entire lives
calculating a few hundred digits-
such was the overwhelming desire
to discover what was over the hori-
zon. But however long one may cal-
culate-even to the end of the time
allotted to humankind-there will
be no end to the sequence of digits
in the number n.

Why is the world constructed this
way? What mystery lurks in the
cross-section of a spruce 1og, or a

Corinthian column? Isn't it outra-
geous that modern science in all its

power cannot precisely say how
many times the circle is larger than
its diameter? It's a wonder math-
ematicians can even sleep at night!

Well, so much for mathematics.
Is everything in physics nice and
precise? No. Everyone now knows
that physics is always an approxi-
mate model of the real world. Every
measurement has an error/ but as

the years and centuries pass, the
measurements become more and
more precise. Perhaps we can hope
that someday (albeit in the distant
future) we will be able to say in prin-
ciple where at a given moment a

material point is located on the
x-axis, and what its speed v is. After
all, this is nothing more than the
ABCs of kinematics.

Un{ortunately, it is in principle
that this is impossible-forbidden,
in {actl Mathematically this is for-
mulated in Heisenberg's famous
Uncertainty Principle:

Lx. Lp > h, (1)

where Ax is the uncertainty in the
measurement of the coordinate (in
meters), Ap is the uncertainty of the
momentum (in N . s), andh - 10da 1' s
is Planck's constant.

So according to the Uncertainty
Principle, we can't determine in the
lp, x)- plane (that is, momentum ver-
sus position) the location of the cen-
ter of mass C of the object under
consideration. The more precisely
we try to measure the position x of

-;7
,/,

I
d

= n = 3.1415926536...?

s
a=.'lr=1.4t4...?.
a

Figure 1
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the point (that is Ax -+ 0), the worse
wili be our simultaneous measure-
ment of its momentum (Ap -+ -),
and vice veJsa. We can only say that
p and x of a point C are located
somewhere within a figure whose
area is not less than Planck's con-
stant -h (fig.2). Now, this area is so
sma1l, it doesn't bother us when
we're analyzing the motion of air-
planes, projectiles, discusses, and
Ping-Pong balls. But doesn't it put
you on guard, doesn't it bother you
that this kind of restriction exists in
principle? As someone once said:
"I'11probably never go to Australia.
But if you forbid me from going
there, I'll be unhappy forthwith."

Let's modify inequality (1) and
apply it to a photon. Since a photon's
momentum rs p = by1", where c is
the speed of light and v is its fre-
quency (corresponding to the
photon's " color" ), then Ap : hLv l c
(since h and c are constants/ any
uncertainty in the photon's momen-
tum can only be related to that of its
frequency). Dividing both members
of the equation by ft we get

Ax::Av 
= 1,

L

or
ar.av > 1. (21

Here we took into account that
Ax: cLt.

So it turns out that the shorter
the duration of the photon emission
(Ar -+ 0), the greater the uncertainty
of its frequency (Av --e -). For ex-
ample, we see the red light of a neon
sign, which is the resuit of radiation
by excited neon atoms. The fre-
quency of the emitted photons
vo - 5 . l0t4 Hz, while the emission

Lp

+
I

ar- I,T

Figure 3

time for each atomAt - LO-e s, so the
uncertainty of the frequency is no
less than Lv - llLt - lOe Hz, which
is billions of cycles per secondl But
even this value isn't that large com-
pared to the photonts frequency-
it's smaller by a factor of a million:
Av/vo - 10-6. Still, it means that the
emitted light isn't exactly "red,"
but rather a combination of an infi-
nite number of other frequencies,
mainly in the interval we found
(fig.3).

The same relationship (2) is also
valid for musical notes (in this case
c is the speed of sound in air): how-
ever hard a musician tries to pro-
duce an absolutely pure pitch-say,
the note A-she can't do it. The re-
sulting sound will in principle con-
tain a large number of frequencies,
even if the musician could force the
string to keep vibrating for days, or
for a whole year.

It looks like we need to go back to
the beginning and look for
determinacy under the canopy of
mathematics. Why not start with
Euclidean geometry? Isn't that a
ciassically pure, almost marmoreal
example of strictness? Not at aIIl
Even Euclidean geometry has its
own brand of uncertainty. It's not
because the people who created and
developed geometry formulated the
fifth postulate (on the parallelism of
straight lines) in arather irritatingly
awkward way, which provoked the
appearance of the non-Euclidean
geometries named after Lobachev-

sky, Riemann, and others. No, the
problem is that people attempted to
construct other deductive scienc.es
similar to Euclidean geometry, and
tried their best to give them the
same degree of "strictness."

It seemed that all that was needed
was to formulate a set of assertions
(an axiomatic system), then all other
assertions (which use the same
terms as the axioms) could logically
be either proved or disproved. Such
a good system of axioms is referred
to as complete and consistent (two
qualities of "goodness").

To illustrate these properties of
an axiomatic system, consider a
simple example. Any vector in the
plane can be viewed as the sum of
two components-its projections on
two coordinate axes:

t: a1E1+ a1E2r (3)

where the vectors e, and e, are of
unit length and perpendicular to
each other. If you try to "broaden-"
this basic system of vectors by add-
ing yet another vector e, you'1l hear:
"Excuse me, but you can't do that in
two-dimensional space" (fig. 4) The
new vector e3 can be broken down
according to equation (3), so in this
sense the system of vectors e, and e,
is complete. If you insist, then go
ahead and add your e3, but this will
mean that you're passing into an-
other kind of space-three-dimen-
sional space (or, analogously , you're
constructing another axiomatic sys-
temJ.

So what has developed in the
space of assertions (if you can imag-
ine such a space)? In 1931 Godel's
theorem was proved, which said in

Figure 4
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effect that a simultaneouslY com-
plete and consistent axiomatic sys-

tem does not exist. (Doesn't this
sound a lot like Heisenberg's lJncer-
tainty Principle (1)-not in the (P,

x)-space, of course, but in the sPace

of "completeness-consistencY" ? ) ff
you fix the number of axioms, then
sooner or later you come to an asser-

tion that can neither be Proved or
disproved. If you still want to deal
with this particular assertion, you
must enlarge the initial axiomatic
system.

Let's take a break from our heavY
thoughts and recall an old story' A
certain Iohn took a certain Benjamin
to court, complaining that the defen-

dant (Benjamin) had stolen his only
cow. "You should know this cow,
your F{onor once drank some of her
milk," said |ohn. "Of course I re-
member, the cow is Yours," an-
swered the judge. "But your Honor,
you know that I have fourteen chil-
dren, and all of them drink milk-
this should be my cow," Benjamin
implored. "You are also right," the
judge declared, after thinking it over.

"But your Honor, they both can't be

right-there is only one cow!" the
court clerk chimed in. This time the
judge thought long and hard, and
then he told the clerk: "You are also
right."

This story is an illustration of a
case where the iudge decided to
move into another space (he con-
structed the vector e, and therebY
enlarged the axiomatic system). He
left behind the standard formal
logic, where the law of the excluded
middle is valid (that is, either one or
the other must be true), and moved
from dialectics to trialectics, which
doesn't set white against black, 1

friend against foe. As a result there
is no need for judges, or "permanent
revolution, " or concentration
camps. It's a place where the ancient
Vedic trinity (Indra, Agni, SurYa),

lTake the Sun, {or example. It
illuminates our days with white light,
but from the point o{ view o{
thermodynamics and quantum
mechanics, it's almost an ideal
example of an absolutely black body-
and this isn't just wordplay!

the Hindu trinity (Krishna, Shiva,
Vishnu), or the Christian TrinitY
reigns.

But what does the value of n, the
Uncertainty Principle, and Godel's
theorem have to do with all of this?
Simply this: these concepts (and

many others) contain, it seems,
some inner meaning that frees us
from the iron grip of Necessity, but
not completely (totaI uncertainty
would likely be chaos)-a kind of
hint of freedom. Something like the
little "window" through which
Pyotr Florensky tried to Peek into
the "other side" of our world. Or the
testimony of St. Paul: "Now we see

only puzzling reflections in a mir-
ror, but then we shall see face to
face. My knowledge now is PartiaL;
then it will be whole, like God's
knowledge of me." (1 Corinthians,
l3:1212

"There are theoretical calcula-
tions that imply a universe that con-
sists, perhaps, of two worlds laid one

on the other, very weaklY linked,

2As rendered in The New English
Bible (New York: Oxford UniversitY
Press, 1971). Readers may be more
{amiliar with the King fames Version:
"For now we see through a glass,
darkly; but then face to face: now I
know in part; but then shall I know
even as also I am known."

almost invisible to each other. . . . It
is completely possible that in our
neighborhood, in the verY same
space and time, a hidden Parallel
world exists, exactly like our own,
or perhaps completely different."
(V. A. Barashenkov, as quotedinThe
View't'rom Nowhereby A. S. Kuzov-
kin, MNPP "Yanga-center," 1991,
p.31)

"The world is continuallY sPlit-
ting into innumerable copies of it-
self. . . . According to a theorY of
Everett's, the observable universe is
only one instance of the infinite va-
riety of actually existing universes."
(P. Davis, The AccidentalUniverce,
Moscow: Mir, 1985, p. ru91

So where have we come to-a
place where any clever student,
pointing to principles of indeter-
rninacy, has the right to study sub-
jects only very approximatelY, saY-

ing: "We11, that's the Divine
Plan"? Far from it! The inquisitive
reader should try to learn the de-

tails with the maximum Precision.
That is the only way to approach
any threshold in Nature, where we
have the feeling of an ineffable
mystery. And we wonder: whY is
the threshold there, and what's be-

hind it-the possibility of taking an-

other step, or an insurmountable
prohibiting principle? O
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FUNDAMENTALS

A prelude to ths $ludy ol physics

Sone guiding thoughts for novices
on the construction of models

and on therr role in science

by Roberi..t Sclamanda

pretense of being unique, complete,
or ultimate. As an example of the
conception, gestation, birth, and
growth o{ a model in physics, let's
consider the history of the "ideal gas
Law" PV = crT, which you undoubt-
edly have studied in your physics or
chemistry classes.

The lthlory ola model

Despite the voluminous abstrac-
tions of philosophers over many
centuries, no useful understanding
of gas behavior emerged in ancient
times or the Middle Ages. The pos-
sibility of a useful model awaited
the creation of the thermometer and
the manometer. Each of these de-
vices uses a thread of mercury em-
bedded in glass in order to generate
a number (the length of the mercury
thread) that varies in value as the
device is subjected to varying condi-
tions. Boil, Charles, and Gay Lussac
investigated the behavior of these
devices when connected to a gas
under controlled conditions.

To condense a very long story,
their experimentation resulted in
the creation of the empirical rela-
tton PV : uT, the variables P and T
representing the readings of the
manometer and thermometer/ re-
spectively; u is a constant for a fixed
quantity of gas. If we then define P,

V, and 7 to be measurements of

properties of tlte gas, PV: oT be-
corrres a useful model of gas behav-
ior, even though 1) and 7, at this
p,irtt, havc no deeper rrrcaning-
thev are rnerely numbers generated
fr the spccified devices.

Tl-ritt thcrc shouid exist any rela-
rron 1et alone such a simple one)
amr,rng rhc nuubers gcncratcd by
rlt,.. r .r'rr .'thcr'' ..lcviccs is not at
a1L tc, L.i r\pected. Such serendipity
can onlr- l.c srateiullr' contemplated
u,he n rt apFL-c1r-i. It rs an instance of
the proioLrnd mc;rning in onc of
Einstcil' - 'r',.r I.1nlr,rt5 .luoiJti()ns:
" The r-r-r o sr rnc Lrrrlrrehensible thing
ahoLl, ,h. r' ,,rlJ i- rhar it is cornpre-
hcnsrble. '

The cre:rtion oi the modelPV =aT
was a giant leap ionvard. Note that
the cmciirl beginning step consisted
in the frec crcation of a set of con-
cepts in terlns oi whlch meaningful
cluestions n-right be put to nature so
that nature might respond in a

rneaningiul way. These concepts
are not lyrng in nature awaiting dis-
covery by some passive act of look-
ing. They must be actively created.
This is how the propcrties of matter
corrre to be. This is how we define
into existcnce those measurable prop-
erties of reality that we find useful.
They are hurnan constructs irr terms
oi which we rnight ask rneaningful
questions, read natute's answers, ancl

O PHYSICIST ORENCINEER
ever solves a real problem. In-
stead she creates a model of
the real problem and solves

this model problem. The model
must satisfy two recluirements: it
must be simple enough to be solv-
able, and it must be realistic enough
to be useful-that is, it must be both
conceptually understandable and
empirically fruitful.

The theories and "laws" of phys-
ics are also models. Whether in solv-
ing a particular engineering problem
or searching for the wide ranging
laws of physics, the art of scientific
analysis consists in the creation o{
useful models of reality. The model
is the interface between reality and
the human mind. As such, the
model must be expressed in human
terms, it is cast in terms of concepts
that we create from the data of our
experience. Our models speak as
much about us/ our experience, and
our modes of thought as they do
about the external reality being
modeled.

I prefer to speak of models where
others might speak of theories be-
cause the word "model" empha-
sizes the criterion of usefulness. We
tend to think of a theory as a candi-
date for some absolute, objective
truth; a model is used to convey
useful information without the
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organlze our understanding into use-
fu1and testable models.

Each of these concepts is quanti-
tative in nattrre: the number gener-
ated by a measuring device. Our
empirical gas law is simply a rela-
tion (and a Yery useful one) among
the numbers lP, V,7) generated by
our measuring devices. It is an em.
pfuical model. The numbers gener-
ated by measuring devices have no
deeper meaning except within the
notion of a conceptual model of the
system being measured and its effect
upon the measuring devices.

Boyle did his experimentation in
the 1600s, while the Pilgrims were
colonizing America. It wasn't until
the mid-1800s, while Americans
were fighting over slavery, that |ou1e
brought together the theories (mod-
e1s) of Newtonian mechanics and
atomism (then hotly contested) to
cteate a conceptual model of the
ideal gas as a system of randomly
moving point particles. In this
model P is quite naturally associated
with the Newtonian force concept
and accounts for the behavior of the
mercury manometer. However,
there is no a priori mechanical asso-
ciation for the empirical quantity
T-the "temperature" of the gas as
generated by the thermometer.

Herein lies a wonderfully simple
instance of the incredibly awesome
power of an empirically based ana-
lytical science: the fruitful interac-
tion of experimental and theoretical
physics. Newton's laws drove
|oule's conceptual model to a very
illuminating result: the numerical
value of the product PV for |oule's
gas is proportional to the total ki-
netic energy of the randomly mov-
ing gas particles. Thus |oule's con-
ceptual model bestows upon the
empirical temperature T, inPV : aT,
a deeper meaning as a humanly in-
vented property of the gas. It be-
comes a measure of the energy of
random motion of the gas particles.

A model olmodels
Thus it is that the mathematical

model PV : aT has foundations as

both an empirical model and a con-
ceptual model. I present it as apara-

digm to illustrate the properties of
the model in physics:

1. It is a human construct, the off-
spring of both our experience and
our imagination.

2. It is quantitative and speaks of
freely defined, measurable proper-
ties of matter.

3. It has both an empirical and a con-
ceptual usefulness: it presents a

testable numerical equality in-
volving the numbers generatedby
specified measuring devices, and
it offers a conceptual framework
for associating a deeper meaning
with these numbers.

4. The empirical usefulness of a
model is a matter of experimental
veri{ication, and once verified
this usefulness will remain, Fu-
ture models of a wider scope will
include it as a special case.

5. The conceptual usefulness of a
model can be a cultural mattert a
matter of institutional and per-
sonal taste (more of this later).

Concepilal limitalions
Our conceptual models are of

course produced from the data of our
experience. Every now and then I
close my eyes and carefully feel an
object such as a piece of fruit, atable,
or my own face, and try to imagine
what it might be like to have never
had the sense of sight. What sort of
conceptual models might I fashion
as I explore reality using only the
sense of touch? (Try to form the con-
cept of the shape of an obiect with-
out invoking a visual image.) How
could I appreciate the language of a
sighted person? There is no way that
a sighted person could convey to me
his conscious experience of light vs.
darkness, let alone red vs. green. Our
conceptual models could communi-
cate only through shaky analogies
and metaphors, but our empirical
models could unambiguously com-
municate regarding the numbers
generated by measuring devices.

Conceptual models are observer
dependent and observer limited. As
the physicist probes into the behav-
ior of reality, she strives to create

meaningful conceptual models of
that reality, using as raw materials
the concepts fashioned from human
experience. As she probes deeper she
finds that she has to become ever
more creative and imaginative/ gen-
erating abstractions and cross-fertili-
zations of her ideas in order to con-
ceptually model the behavior of
reality in human terms.

There is no reason to expect that
this process can be extended indefi-
nitely. It seems reasonable to antici-
pate that beyond a certain leve1 of
analysis the behavior o{ reahty can-
not be conceptually modeled in lit-
eral human terms/ even though we
may continue to be clever enough to
create numerical equalities involving
the readings of our instruments. Af-
ter a77, our instruments operate on the
same superficial leve1 as our senses.

We are aheady on the doorstep of
this conceptual barrier. The math-
ematical models of quantum theory
defied even the imagination of Albert
Einstein. He was never able to con-
ceive a satisfactory conceptual model
of the reality behind these equations.
As regards creative "weirdness,"
modern art and music are poor sec-
onds to modern physics, even though
the arts operate completely free of
any constraints, whereas physics op-
erates under the severe constraint of
empirical usefulness!

Standards, lasle, and leatlty
Suppose that you are shipwrecked

on a desert island and, with nothing
better to do, decide to create the sci-
ence of physics from scratch. You
decide that your first task will be to
choose (or design) standards for your
measurements of space and time in-
tervals. How should you choose a
standard measuring rod and a stan-
dard clock? This is a"catch-ZZ" ques-
tion: one would like to have these
standards available a prioil, so that
one can perform experiments (both
physical experiments and thought ex-
periments) to ask questions of nature,
read her answers/ and be guided to-
ward a theory about the behavior of
matter. Yet one's choices of a stan-
dard clock and measuring rod already
presuppose considerable understand-
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ing about the behavior of matter! For
example, the choice of a standard
clock already presupposes a theory
that will be committed to the conclu-
sion that this particular mechanism
ticks at a constant rate. Logical con-
sistency will force the theory to this
conclusion. Choice-. amonEl theories
and choices among srandards are in-
extncabir- intert-,r.ne d.

The ililc-t-nma -\f (rsed in the
above paragraph rs n,,r Jebrlitating.
We need oni.,-l;1.-.rci the rr,orcl
"theory" (a cancii.r:; i,rr an altso-
Iute, obiectir.e tr-r:]: ,... t:l :]-rc rvord
"rnodel" (a uSctul '.r',. : -:-.--if ing,
reality in humirn r;1111: I:-r this
view, the choice ot .r .- :- .rnp1r-
defines into existenca ., ::t-:: --:.1'ir1e

parameter " t" that rrill :. *::,i ,,-S .1

linear time base for th. ic:-r'-:.- .r
of the evolution of phcn ::--- . '.'.'.

will he comparing the c, *r--
other phenomena to the suc:.:. ::
of ticks of this clock.

Clearly the choice oi stan.l;.r':. -.
a rnatter of free definition. Tl-i. ;:--
terion is not one of truth; it rs .:::-,-
ply one of usefulness: which chorc;.
lead to the most "desirable" empl -

cal and conceptual modeis oi rca--
ity? Put another way: how "u'eirri
does the conceptual rnodel have rc,

get in order to be ernprrically useiuli
The words "deslrable" and "useiul'
must be deiined by .vou and/or the
current scientific culture; they are a
matter of taste. Historically, and
logically, this is an iterative process,
as we see more and more details oi
where the model is leading.

Let me tease you with a famous
example (which I hope you wiil
study in detail later). Einstein, in his
1905 relativity theory, was the first
to capitalize on this freedom oi
choice (of rods and clocks) in a radi-
cal way. His de{initions of "desir-
able" and "weird" werc nor main-
stream. To him the desirable model
rTr ust preservtr the invariance
(sameness) of physical law (in particu-
lar, Maxwell's equations of electrody-
namics) for al nonaccelerated observ-
ers. But conventional wisdom said
that the velocities appearing in
Maxwell's equations must be mea-
sured from an absolute frame of

re{erence (the "aether" frame). This
was "desirable" to many-they found
it satisfying that the laws of physics
should be simple only to an observer
at absolute rest. In fact, any deviation
of your experimental results from the
laws of physics would then furnish
you with sufficient data to measure
your own absolute velocity They had
been disappointed that Newton's
model of mechanics did not allow us
to measure our absolute velocity by
mechanicaT experiments (Newton
himself must have been disap-
pointed). They were overjoyed that
now Maxwell's rnodel of electrody-
narnics (which includes light) would
allow us to measure our absolute ve-
Iocity using c)p I i c al cxperiments.

Einstein conceived a completely
diiierent conceptual model for
-\lirrrvell's elcctrodynamics. He
sought a model in which these equa-
:rrrns could be used with equal valid-
::.,' L.)- all nonaccelerated ottservers,
::I11 LrSlI1g the numerical values of
,-- .ruantities {for instance, veloci-
: -: :s measured from her frame. He
*-r:.1 :,.) redefine the measurement
: .::.:; and time intervals to makc

'.r-: : It is to be expected that such
:.:.:-:rrtion rvould force new and

-.. :.. '...':rrtllties into the rnodel. We
.*:.--.'.::,,uld expect that we will
:1:-,'a : :-:1411 new clocks and mea-
:--:,:r. : a: \rlth exotic "felativis-
i:. :: :':r:iis. The remarkable re-
su-: :-,. :;cll :hat the new weirdities
\\ -r. ::,'.. . -Llrural-that ordinary
c- .... -::r.^ ,l].t.r strcks behave rela-
r1\ :..-.,-- . rni that a vast scope of
^1... .- - .., L.^.l 1:i.. .' -' .. -\ . ncuolTle mOfe Sl m-
ph' ;..:::i:-.t . .\-en phenomena far
IeIl], ,1 -i:r :1 \l.rsrr.ell's ecluations.
\\-iJ.c::r;.:-1 a;ceptance did not
CO1l. J--::.--, ,-r'eirsily, but tOday
re 1;rr:i--:i' -s l:, rt on11. irccepted as
emprnc.:.i-.. .:::.1 c,:nc cptuaily useful,
it has 'bc;,'rl; 

L.tar-rtriull
The starc,-t iL-rr'n;trs1" in our mod-

els has air. ar s 'L'ecn a driving {orce
and som.rllrcs .1s rrith Einstein's
telatn'rtr , it see ms to have been the
sole motir-atron. Toclal- rnany, like
Einstein, are drsappornted in their
search ior intuitir.e beauty in the
quantlllx aspects of modern physics.
Unlike relativity, the beauty of

quantum theory still eludes visceral
human appreciation. Perhaps with
time we can acquire a taste/ but it
must begin with an adjustment of
our expectations-toward models
rather than "theories." Physics does
not offer any quieting and ultimate
ANSWEIS.

lhul' pensonal plrysics

Physics has not been id1e. There
is much for you to learn. To learn
means to make 1zour own; it is an
active process that only begins with
listening and reading. You must re-
turn often to listening and reading,
but meaningful learning comes only
from contemplation. Each person
must construct his own models and
his own philosophy of what physics
is. These will grow and develop-
construction is never complete.
What I have said here is subject to
criticism by scientists, philoso-
phers, students, and even myself, as
my appreciation of physics contin-
ues to develop. These words should
be taken as providing only a begin-
ning for discussion and contempla-
tion. I have tried to express my cur-
rent philosophy to you. Over the
years you will build your own
unique and personal version. Even
more than the appreciation of a
symphony or a painting, the under-
standing of physics is a unique and
personal encounter of a conscious-
ness with reality. O
Robert ). Sciamanda is an associate pro-
fessor of physics at the Edinboro Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. His e-mail ad-
dr e s s is s ciamand a@e dinb or o. edu.

Uisil

olt t[E tllJe[!

You'll find an index ol Quantum
articles, a directory o{ personnel
and services, background infor-
mation on Quantum and its sis-
ter magazine Kvant, a preview of
the next issue, the CyberTeaser
contest/ and more.

Point your Web browser to

htU://rruwuLlt$ta.org/qtlaltilln
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StudyWorks! [y [tfiathSoll

Word processors have made great
strides in recent years/ allowing us-
ers to format equations and print
them accurately and elegantly. But
they won't do any computing for
you, and they certainly can't recaL-

culate every {ormula in your docu-
ment that uses a factor you just
changed. If you're looking for a

single, integrated software package
that will allow you to incorporate
"live" equations in your homework
or lab report/ StudyWorks!'* for
Math or StudyWorks!'* for Science
may be just the thing for you.

The StudyWorksl CD-ROMs in-
clude a wealth of reference material,
including common formulas that
can be dragged and dropped directly
into a document. StudyWorks! for
Math supports algebra/ geometry/
precalculus, calculus, and statistics.
StudyWorks! for Science supports
physics, chemistry, Earth science,
biology, and statistics.

I]sers can visit MathSoft's World
Wide Web site directly from the pro-
gram and open StudyWorks! files
that others have uploaded. There is
also a uniclue forum called the
Collaboratory", where users can ex-
change ideas, work collaboratively
on a problem/ or get help on home-
work problems. (A brief visit to the
Collaboratory reassured this re-
viewer that the MathSoft folks pro-
vide helpful hints and guidance, not
the answers outright.)

Space is lacking here to list all the
features of this powerful program/
developed by the company respon-
sibie for the popular Mathcad soft-
ware. The Math Palette allows you
to do calculus/ create "live" graphs
(that is, graphs that automatically

HAPPEN INGS

Bulletilt Boand

change when new data are intro-
duced), and even animate these
graphs. The StudyWorksl multime-
dia tutorial is more than adequate to
get the user up and running. The
"user's guide," however, is iust
that-a slim 44-page booklet (iden-
tical for the math and science ver-
sions of the software), not the
"rrrafl)al" that some might expect.
Clearly the StudyWorks! developers
expect users to be comfortable with
online help, which is abundant and
well organized.

One aspect of the software that
may cause some frustration is the
way text and math are handled as

separate "regions." This allows
StudyWorks! to perform its compu-
tational wizardry, and to knowwhat
to work on (math) and what to leave
alone (commentary). But it also pre-
vents the program from stretching a

region when you add more text to it.
If your text now overlaps an equation
that comes after it, you must move
that equation (and everything below
it, i{ the equation now bumps into the
next region). This "cut-and-paste"
approach should be fine for short as-

signments, but could cause head-
aches if you're working on a long,
complex document. StudyWorks! is
not a true "word processor," as we
now understand the term, but its
emphasis understandably lies else-
where.

StudyWorks! for Math and
StudyWorks! for Science each carry
a retail price tag of US$39.95 , pLac-

ing it well within the reach of most
students and teachers. It's relatively
easy to learn, and the computation
engine is powerful and fast. For more
information, visit the MathSoft Web
site at http://www.mathsoft.com.

-TMW

Ulleiuhty CyherTeasel'
The November/December Cyber-

Teaser (brainteaser 8187 in this is-
sue) proved a light task for most of
those who responded to the contest
at our World Wide Web site. Some
used reasoning much like that of the
problem's author. Others came up
with ingenious approaches of their
own. And some left a challenge for
our Cyberfudge: "Find my method
(if you want to avoid a lot of tedious
arithmetic verification) ! "

Here are the first ten respondents
who provided the correct answer
(and an explanation):

|ean-Baptiste Legros (Fontainebleau,
France)

Steve Hunter (Ascot, Berkshire, UK)
Oleg Shpyrko (Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts)

|ohn |. Drozd (London, Ontario)
Leo Borovskiy (New York, New

York)
Ted Lau (Fenton, Michigan)
Kiran Rai (Berkeley, California)
Iliong Lee (Berkeley, Califomia)
Clarissa Lee (Perak, Malaysia)
May T. Lim (Quezon City, Philip-

pines)

Each of them will receive a Quan-
tumbrttonand a copy of this issue.
Also, everyone who submitted a cor-
rect answer is eligible to .win a copy
of Quantum Quandaries, our col-
lection of the first 100 brainteasers
lrorn Quantum magazine. Con-
gratulations to all our winners, and
thanks to all who entered.

Now, who'd like to take a crack
at the latest CyberTeaser? (Let's not
always see the same hands . . .) Go
to http: I I www.nsta.org/quantum,
click on the "Contest" button, and
keep on going!
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Ml86
In both cases the answer is no. To

see why, color the chessboard hori-
zontally the {irst rank black, the
second white, the third black again,
and so on (fig. 1). We can see that

Figurel

after ajump any checker lands on a
square of the same color, so after the
rearangement the 3 x 3 square must
cover the same number of, say,
black squares as before. But this
number for the bottom square is six,
and for either top square it's three.

Ml87
If we could cut off more thannf 2

circumscribed quadrilaterals, at
least two of them wouldbe consecu-
tive-that is, would have two com-
mon sides. Denote them by ABCD
alad BCDE lLig.2l.If both have in-
scribed circles, then each of them
has equal sums of opposite sides:

AB+CD:BC+AD,
BC+DE=CD+BE.

It follows that

AB + DE: AD + BE.

Since the given n-gon is convex, its

ANSWERS,
HINTS &

SOLUTIONS

A

Figure 2 Figure 3

diagonals AD and BE intersect at a
certain point P. Then, by the Tri-
angle Inequality we have

AD+BE=AP+BP+PD+PE
>AB+DE,

which contradicts the previous
equation.

To construct the required octa-
gon, consider a circumscribed isos-
celes trapezoid ABCD with base
angles of 45" and turn it into a sym-
metric octagon by adding congruent
trapezoids, as shown in figure 3. A
similar construction yields an n-gon
from which nf 2 ciratmscribed quad-
rilaterals can be cut.

Ml88
(a) The answer is 12. Figure 4

shows that we can fit 12 non-over-
lapping ships of the given shape in
the 7 x 7 square, so fewer than 12

shots might leave one of them intact

and will be in-
sufficient. Figure
5 shows that 12
shots is always
enough.

(b) The an-
swer is 20. Fig-
ure 6 shows how
20 squares on
theT xTboard
can be marked so

that no four of
the unmarked

squares form a connected tetramino
piece. On the other hand/ we can
place four 3 x 4 non-overlapping
rectangles on the 7 x7 board (fig.a).
A direct verification, which is left to
the reader, shows that the minimum
number of shots needed to hit a

tetramino ship hiding in a rectangle
of this shape is five, so the total
number of shots for the entire board
that ensures detection of such a ship
is no less than 4 . 5 :20.

M189
Denote the Fibonacci numbers by

fn:

fo= l, fr: l, fr*r: f,* fn-r. (1)

We'llneed the following simple esti-
mate for the ratio rn: f n * tlf n of the
neighboring Fibonacci numbers:
starting with frlfr= 312, this ratio is
no less thanBl2 = 1.5 and no greater

Figure 4

X
X

X X
X X X X

X X
X
X

Figure 5

X X
X x X

X X X
X X X X

X X X
X X X

X X
Figure 6
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thanllS :1.65... < 1.7. We can arrive
at this estimate from the well-known
fact that the ratio of consecutive Fi-
bonacci numbers approaches the
"golden ratio't r: (1 * uE ll2=I.6LB.

These inequalities can easily be
proved by induction. From equation
(1)we have

II

- - 
ln*l 

-, , fo-I
Ln----:--fi--

)n I"

Therefore, if

3.- 5

i='n-'<- (21

-that rs, 2f 3 2 | lr n _ r) 3/5-then r,
is evaluated from above by L + 2lZ :
513 and from below by t + AIS = BIS
> 3/2. Since equation (2) is true for
n :3, which can be checked directly,
it is true for all n > 3.

Now let [, be the smallest m-
digit Fibonacci number, m > Z. Then
fp> I0* - t, fx * 12 l.5f o, and,further,

fo*r:fp*r*fo>2.57o,
f* * r2 12.5 + 1.S)fo : 4fo,

f p, o2 $ + 2.5lf o: 6.5f t,
and so /o * s > 10.5/k > l0- and has at
least m + I digits. Thus, there are no
more than five m-digit Fibonacci
numbers.

On the other hand, fp _ r. lO- - L,

fo. t.ryo_rt and, following the lines
of the argument above, we can show
that fo * a . 7.Ifx _ t . lOa. Conse-
quently, there are no more than four
m-digit Fibonacci numbers. (N. Vasil-
yev)

Ml90
Any time we find three points on

a circle, two of them caa be chosen
that define an arc that is at most 120".
So if we join eachpairof givenpoints
that define afl arc that is less than
120'with a segmentr we obtain a
graph in which at least two of any
tfuee points are loined. This property
suffices to prove the statement of the
problem-that is, in terms of the
graph, to prove that the graph we con-
structed has no fewer than 100 edges.

Let A, be the vertex of our graph
that has the smallest number of edges
issuingfrom it. Denote these edges by

Figure 7

ArAz, AtAa, ..., ArAk.Each of the k
points A, i: l, ..., k, is an endpoint
of at least k - I edges, so the total
number o{ edges with one or both
endpoints among these points is no
less than k(k - lll2 (we divide by 2
because each segment can be counted
twice, since they each have two end-
points). Any two of the remaining
2l - k points must be joined by an
edge. Lrdeed, if two of these points, B
andC, are not joined, then there will
be no edges at all between the points
At, B, and C, which contradicts the
property of the graph established
above. This yields no fewer than
(21 *kllz} -kllz additional edges. So
the total number of edges is at least

k(k - r)

-T

(21- k)(20 - k)
22

=k2 _ zlk+)10>too

{for integer ft). The mrnimum is
achieved at rt = 10 and k = 11. This
estimate cannor be rmproved, as is
demonstrated br the arrangement of
points rn frgr-rre 7, rr.here 10 points
are grouped near one point of the
crrcle, 1 1 pornts near the diametri-
caiir opposite point.

In the general case of n points on
a circle, the number 100 rnust be
replaced with n(a - 2)14 for even n
and with ln - l)214 for odd n. The
proof remains the same. (V. Dubrov-
sky, A. Sidorenko)

Plrysics

P186
The only force that accelerates

the string is that of gravity. So we
must find its component acting

Figure B

along the spherical surface.
Divide the string into small seg-

ments of length AJ (fig. 8). Let the
angle between the radius drawn to
one such segment from the sphere,s
center and the vertical be Q. Then
the component of gravity acting tan-
gentially along the sphere for this
segment is

M=Amgsinq=fAJgsinq,

where M is the string's mass. Figure
8 shows that

AJsin0:M,
where Aft is the difference between
the heights of this segment,s ends.
Thus

tF = AsM.1'
The total accelerating force we seek
is

t=}oo=#'I* i=ffsH,

where H = 1- R(nl2 - 1) when
1 > nR 12. Therefore, the aeceleration
is

Note that a -+ g as I -+ 6 as expected.
In the case where the string,s length
equals, say/ one quarter of the cir-
cumference-that is, I = nRl2,
H: R-the initial acceleration of
the string is

-1
t-n- I

o=fi=s[I-+(; ,)]
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F2a= _=_9.M Tc-

P187
A charged particle induces a dis-

tributed surface charge on the con-
ducting plane, which attracts the
particle. The effect of the distrib-
uted charge is equivalent to the at"
traction of an image charge eclual to
-Q and located at the same distance
I from the plane, but on the other
side (see figure 9). The force acting
on a particle located a distance x
from the plane is given by
Coulomb's law:

^ kQ2 kQZ
n 4x2'12")'

Rather than trying to solve this
equation for the time, let's convert
it to a familiar problem that we al-
ready know how to solve. Imagine
that the same force acts on the par-
ticle, but the source of the force is
gravitational attraction of a mass M
located at point O on the plane.
Equating the forces

- GmM kQz
' x) 4x)'

we find the size of the mass

no_F*'_kQzlvl-- Gm 4mC

Now the motion of the particle can
be described by Kepler's third law.

As a preliminary calculation, let's
consider a circular orbit of radius I
centered on O and find the period of
revolution 7o of the particle around
the mass M. We equate the centrip-
etal force F.: mtPf r to the gravita-

Figure 9

52

tional force:

t-2p"=**L=Gry,"r;t
which yields

By the statement of the problem,

Pu+ Pu = 3Po.

From these formulas we finally get
the ratio of the water's volume to
that of the pressure cooker:

PoM@-rlTr)
= 10 3

pR7

P189
Heat is given off by each side of

the plate. The total radiated power
is

P = a(Tr- 7o) + a(Tr-Tol,

where a is a proportionality factor.
The same power is obtained by the
plate from the Sun. For a plate of
double thickness we have

P' : alTr- 7o) + alTo-Tsl.

At thermal equilibrium heat i.s

transferred from the illuminated
side to the dark side in such a way
that the thermal flow is the same at
any perpendicular cross section of
the plate and ecluals the heat carried
off by the air from the dark side-
that is,

Tr -Tzo(Tr-To)= k--i=,

where k is a proportionality factor
and d is the plate's thickness. For a

plate that is twice as thick, the cor-
responding equation is

Te -T+o(To-ro)=k za.
Algebraic manipulations give us

(7, + T, - 27,))Qrt T, - Tu)

r_3
T^ =2n.1 

L
" llGM

The trajectory of the particle can
be considered a very elongated el-
lipse with semimajor axis a: Lf2
and semiminor axis b << a (the foci
are at the point O on the plane and
at the particle's initial position). To
find the period T of an elliptical or-
bit with semimajor axrs a: LfZ,we
use Kepler's third law to compare it
to the period of the circuiar orbit
wrth ao: L:

It's clear that the time it takes the
particle to reach the plane is eclual to
half the period of revolution:

t- 1 - " ft'" z'- 4^lr'u- z"lz\clrt

_"1@
OOt/ L'

P188
We can neglect both the vapor

pressure and the water's volume in
the initial state. So the entire vol-
ume of the pressure cooker V was
initially occupied by air at atmo-
spheric pressurePo = I atm and tem-
perature To = 293 K. In the final
state the pressure inside the cooker
3Po consists of the air pressure and
the pressure of completely vapor-
izedwater. Denoting by p, , and M
the density, initial volume, and
molar mass of water/ respectively
(p = 10, kg/m3, M: 18 g/mole), then
for the air pressure P^and vapor
pressure P, in the final state we
have

2(r, - ro)

(r, -q)(r, +r. -2r,,)
2(7, - 7,,)

v
v

l/l \t )

r -(o\' _-(Ll2\'-_ I .r,=,ol* 
] =,0[ r ) = 

^2,0.

I,=Il+

T-f1l r0 T

, -PoT D -,a- _ t ,y-
l0

pvRT

Pl90
Consider the path of the ray in

the prism (fig. 10 on the next page).

At its back side the ray is refracted
according to

llJ0l/Tli4BER/0[ttllilBtR r ss6
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Figure 1O

sins I
sin$ n

from which we get

sinB:nsino.
Because the angles are very small,
we can write

F=nu.
It's clear from the geometrical con-
struction that

y=B-o=(n-1)cr.
The interference pattern can be

observed in the overlapping region
of the refracted rays leaving both
halves of the prism (fig. 11). The

Figure 12

the ends": 1 + 101,2 + 100, ..., 18 +
8-1; ancl 32 similar pairs for the re-
mainir-rg 6-l rveights: 20 + 83, 21. + 82,
2l-S1 . ,51 .52.Ifwetakeany9
pairs irom the irrst set ancl 16 pairs
frorn the seconcl ser, \\,e obtain the
required partitron.

B188
When you jump onto sand, r-our

velocity is decreased to zero over a

longer period of time, which rs rr,har
we mean when we say that your ia11

is "cushioned."

8189
See figure 13.

Since B had no losses,
A lost to B and beat
the rest of the players.
Noticethat3 +2.5+2
+ 1.5 + 1 = 10, it fol-
lows that the respec-
tive scores of B, C, D,
and E were 2.5,2, 1.5,
and 1. This is possible
only if, besides the

win, B had three draws-with all the
players except A. Subtracting the
draws with B from the results of C,
D, andE, we find that their scores in
games among themselves are 1.5, l,
and 0.5. Clearly this is possible only
with the results in the table.

IbY Store
1 ,al A11 seven possible strategies

are shorrn in figures 15a-159. {b)
Shritrng the -1 r 4 squares o{ each of
the seveir strategies in part (a) up and
to the right for-rr srluares/ we obtain
a multitude oi strategies for the
10 x 10 board. Horrer-er, only two of
them (not including equivalent rota-
tions and re{lectionsl are optimal.
They consist of 2,1 shots each
(fig. 16 on the next page-colrpare
this with figures 15a and i5bl. The
reader may want to show that al1
optimal strategies for an arbitrary

Figure 11

maximum distance where overlap-
ping still occurs is

r= Sl2 
=a= , s 

-=50m.tany 2y zln -l)u

8186
See figure 12.

8187
Yes, the required partition is pos-

sible. For instance, consi.der the 18
pairs of weights "equidistant from

Figure 13

8190
The table is given in figure 14.

Clearly 10 gan-res were played, so the
total number oi points is 10. The
winner, pla,ver A, lost at least one
game and so couldn't win more than
3 points. But neither could A re-
ceiver ieu-er than 3, because other-
rvise the sum of the scores of all the
plavers r.r.ould be at most 2.5 + 2 +

1..; - 1 - 0.5 : 7.5 < 10. Therefore,A
lost one game and won all the rest.

'm
Figure 15
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Braintea$Br$ "m'm
A B C D E

A 0 1 1 1

B 1 i+ t1 rlzrlz
C 0 rlz 1 rlz
D 0 tlz 0 I
E 0 rlz tlz 0 ::i::il

Figure 14
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Corneclion
On page 2 of the last issue, a
factor inadvertantly fell out of
the equation in column 3, line
4. The expression should read
"M = 4nzPzlGT2."

Figure 16

n x n board are obtained from trans-
lations of a certain 4 x 4 optimal
strategy.

2. By the rules of the game, any
two ships must be at least one
square apafi. Surround each ship
with a frame I l2 of a square wide

Figure 17

(fig. 17). The rectangle thus ob-
tained will be called the inflated
s.hip. It's easy to compute the total
area of the seven inflated ships
that we have to destroy-it's 35
unit squares. On the other hand,
the area of the entire inflated
board is the same 36 squares. So
the inflated ships cover the in-
flated board without gaps and
overlaps. In particular, it follows
that all four corner squares are oc-
cupied by ships (otherwise the
quarter-square at one of the
board's corners would remain un-
occupied). Now it's not difficult to

list all essentially different (up to ro-
tations and reflections) possible ar-
rangements of the ships. There are
only five such positions/ as shown
in figure 18.

This analysis suggests a remark-
able endgame. The first four shots
are made at the corners of the 5 x 5
portion of the board still in play. As
we know, all four will find their tar-
gets. If any of these shots hits a sub-
marine, that ship will be completely
destroyed, and our opponent will
have to announce this. Depending
on the number of such shots, we'll
find ourselves either in the position
of figure 18a (three destroyed ships);
1Bb or lBc (two ships); or lBd or lBe
(one ship). In fact, the first case, af-
ter the sunken submarines are de-
leted, will include two positions:
the one in the figure and its reflec-
tion about the main diagonal. To
distinguish between them, we
shoot at aZ and c1 and find which of
these squares holds the submarine.
This will define the position
uniquely andwe caninfallibly com-
plete the "battle." In the second
case, after positioning the board so

as to have the two de-
stroyed corner subma-
rines along its left side,
we'll have to choose be-
tween figure 18b, its re-
flection about the hori-

zontalmidline of the board, and fig-
ure 1Bc. This can be done by shoot-
ing at a3, cl, and c5. This will tell
us which two of these three squares
hold submarines and thus deter-
mine the position uniquely. Finally,
in the third case we actually have
four possible positions (provided the
only corner submarine is at the bot-
tom left corner): those in figures lBd
and 18e and their reflections about
the main diagonal. We shoot at a3
and cl. If this destroys only one sub-
marine, we identify the position
uniquely, as figure 18d or its reflec-
tion, depending on where this sub-
mari.ne is. If both these squares are
submarines (fig. 18c), we make one
more probe by shooting at b5 and e2
to determine which of the two ships
at the top left and bottom right cor-
ners is the cruiser. After this-that
is, after no more than eight shots-
we'll have all the information we
need.

This example shows that some
positions in the game of Battleships
require a high degree of artfulness and
self-control.
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TOY STORE

The Ualne ol Battleships

Achieving naval superiority on a paper sea

by Yevgeny Gik

I T'S HARD TO IMAGINE A PER-

I ,on who has never played the

lwell-known pencil-and-paper
I game of Battleships. In one ver-
sion, each of the two players draws
two 10 x 10 boards on graph paper.
One of them is a"map" of the ocean
area where you deploy yotu "fleet" i
the other is used to discover your
opponent's deployment. Each of the
two fleets consists of ten ships: one
4 x 1 battleship, two 3 x 1 cruisers,
three 2x 1 destroyers, andfour I x 1

submarines. The ships may occupy
any squares on the grid, but they are
not allowed to touch one another,
not even at the corners.

A{ter the {leets take their initial
positions, the battle begins. The
players take turns "shooting" at the
opponent's vessels-that is, calling
out the squares of the board-a3,b7,
19, and so on (the rows are denoted
by the numbers 1 to 10, and the col-
umns by the letters a through j, as in
chess-see figure 1). After each of
your shots, your opponent tells you
whether you've hit one of the enemy
vessels (if the square you called is
occupied by a ship); sunk it (if that
was the last untouched square of a
ship, and all its other squares have
been hit before); or missed (if the
square was empty). In the first two
cases you're allowed to shoot again,
and so on until the first miss-then
it's your opponent's turn. Victory is

a b c d e flsllllt
Figure 1

gained by the player who sinks all
ten enemy vessels.

Usually a shot in Battleships is
denoted by a dot; if it hits a ship, the
dot turns into an X (and a rectangu-
lar frarne is drawn around the de-
stroyed vessel). Of course, a player
will automatically place dots in
squares that must be free of ships by
the rules of the game-that is, the
squares on a diagonal from a hit
square/ or all the squares adjoining
a sunk ship. It goes without saying
that the piayers can change the tra-
ditional shape and size of the board,
as well as the shapes and number of
ships-chess players, for example,
might prefer to play on an B x 8

board.
Clearly success in Battleships de-

pends, to a certain extent/ on sheer
luck. You might shoot at the
"ocearf'at random and destroy all

your opponent's ships without a

single miss. But it's not very reason-
abie to rely on chance alone. On the
other hand, if you know that your
partner has a habit of placing the
fleet at the center of the board or
perhaps at the edges, your chances of
winning increase.

If we talk about the " art" of play-
ing Battleships, two questions arise:
(I ) How do you shoot so as to raise
the probability of hitting an enemy
vessel? (2) How do you place your
own ships so as to make it more dif-
ficult for your opponent to sink
them?

Suppose we want to hit the en-
emy battleship. If we consecutively
shoot first at the squares of the first
row (from left to right), then at the
second row, and so on/ it may hap-
pen that we'll hit the battleship only
on the 97th shot (if the vessel occu-
pies the squares from 910 to i10).
However, if we fire only at the
squares marked in figqre 1, we'll
definitely hit the battleship no later
than the Z4thturn.

It's interesting to consider a more
general situation. Suppose a k x I
ship is hiding on ann xn board. The
sequence of shots that guarantees
hitting this ship will be called a

strategy,)the strategy with the least
possible number of shots will be
called optimal.

One of the optimal strategies for
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detecting a 4 x I battleship on the
4 x 4 board is highlighted at the bot-
tom left corner in figure 1 (it con-
sists of four shots). Optimal strate-
gies for the n x n board are obtained
by shifting this strategy four scluares
up and to the right. In particular, the
strategy in the figure is optimal for
the l0 x l0 board. It's clear that to
hit ak x 1 r,essel on then xn board,
our shots lnllst be spaced k squares
apart in both directions. This rreans
that each row (and each column)
mlrst contain approrimatel.v l/k
shots in the optimal strateg).. So the
total numher of shots i> approxi-
mately n2 f k; lor the battleship, thrs
number is nzf 4.

Ptoblem 1. {a)What is the number
of optimai strategies for hitting a.l x 1

battleship on a 4 x 4 boardl 1bl On a

i0 x 10 board? (Strategies that diiier
only b1. a reflectron or rot:rtion oi the
entire boarrl are considered the
same.Ji

Here's the rnc,.i-ts L-rLi-r:indi ,ri erFe-
riencedplar-ers, F-rsr ,rsrs ii sri-.ir-i]-
similar to thc Lrrlc r1r irir-rre 1 ther-
detect the enen-L-,' ::r:ltship. \\-hen
they've iinrsht.l 1rr:h rr, ther starr
looking for tht .r-u:crs. Shots are
fired at interr-ais , r rhr.e squares
rather than ir .r.r. ,\:ler stnkrng both
cruisers, ther tr,ur tLr rhe destroyers.
When onlr- th.- sr-ibrlarine rs leit, the

Figure 2

lProblems L and2 were devised by
V. Chvanov. See also challenge M188
in this issue, where you'll find another
question about optimal strategies in
Battleships, and M169 in the March/
April issue, which explores the
problem of the feasibility of arranging
the ships in the "ocean" one by one
but in a fixed given order.

Figure 3

unexplored squares are checked at
random. Of course, the smaller ships
might have been detected earlier, dur-
1ng the hunt for the larger vessels.

Thus the rnost di{ficult task is to
srnk the sr,rbmarines. Essentially
there's no strategy at all for detect-
1ng then. So in deploying their
f1e e ts, players must arrange their
larser vessels as densely as possible,
lear-ing the maximum amount of
tree space for the opponent to search
ior subrnarines. From this view-
point, the most advantageous place-
nent is shown in figr-rre 2. Even if
the opponent has destroyed all six oi
the larger ships (to the left of the
vertical divider), thc submarines
must be sought in the largest pos-
sible search area (the 60 squares to
the right of the divider).

O{ course, chance p1a1's ir sr:b-
stantial role in the game oi Battle -

ships, and it's hard to avorrl misses,
The rttost intcrcstinu (1rIr,1ri ]1..ili
those where a single miss sptLls the
loss of the entire Salrc. Le r's con-
srder one endgarre Lti thrs sort,

It's shorr'n ln f rqllra l. -\t this
point rn the S,in-rt bcrth rhe ts ollrs
fig 1.r .1n,.1 {-rL1r LrLrpLrnent's,iig.3bl-
h:rre suiicre .1 e .y-ral c;1sualties. Our
depkrvment rs alreadl'knou,n to our
opponent, and our fleet faces the
danger of a continuous series of
strikes that rvi11 cornpletely clestroy
it as soon as it's our opponent/s turn.
Fortunately, it's our turn to shoot,
and the fate of the game is in our
hands. In this "mortal combat" we
have to destroy one by one all seven
enemy ships concentrated in the
square al-e1-e5-a5. The combina-
tion that wins this tense battle

b

emerges from the following prob-
1em.

Problem 2. Prove that for any de-
ployment of a cruiser, two destroy-
ers, and four submarines on a 5 x 5
board, they can be sunk without a

single miss.
There are lnany variations on the

game of Battleships.l For instance, a
move may consist of a nurnber of
shots rather than a srngle shot the
two sides erchange salvos, so to
speak. In this \.ersion oi the game
the pla,vers iniorm each other of the
general resuits oi each move with-
out speciir-rng rrhich ship was hit
anc'1 on r,-hrch srluare . The rest of the
rules are the same. Each move gives
a plar er sor-ne iniormation about the
rlep161'rrr.rr, ot the opponent/s fleet
that rnust be somehort, processed to
,1crn e at the optimal next step.

In another version o{ the game
each p1a1-er is pern-ritted to take as

man\- shots srrnultaneously as she
or he has ships "afloat" (the first
mor-e consists of ten shots at once).
Again, the players exchange only
general information about the dam-
age done: the number of hits,
rlisses, and sunk ships. When all of
a player's ships have been sent to
the briny deep, that player loses the
right to shoot (that is, has zero
shots) and the game as well. O

ANSWERS, HINTS & SOLUTIONS
ON PAGE 53

2In one o{ them the game is treated
as apuzzle (a "one-player game," as it
were). A sample o{ such a puzzle can
be found in the Quantum article "The
World Puzzle Championship" lltiyI
August 1996).-Ed.
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